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Speed of construction has become a critical issue to minimize disruption of traffic and 
commerce.  One of the promising systems for accelerated bridge construction is the use 
of the decked bulb-tee (DBT) girders for the bridge superstructure.  An integral deck 
that is precast and prestressed with the girder provides benefits of rapid construction 
along with improved structural performance.  However, the limited research and 
concerns about the use of longitudinal joints as well as intermediate diaphragms limit 
widespread of the DBT bridge system. 
This dissertation presents a study of the continuous for both moment and shear transfer 
longitudinal joint detail and the optimized use of intermediate diaphragms.  Eight 
concrete beams connected by different reinforcement details were statically tested and the 
potential continuous joint detail was proposed.  Four concrete slabs connected by the 
proposed joint were statically and cyclically tested.  Based on the testing results 
evaluated on flexural capacity, curvature behavior, cracking, deflection and steel strain, 
the developed continuous longitudinal joint detail is a viable connection of the DBT 
bridge system. 
The effect of intermediate diaphragms on the performance of the DBT bridge system was 
investigated by the finite element modeling which was calibrated by field testing data.  
Five bridge models with different diaphragm details were developed and analyzed.  It is 
recommended that one intermediate diaphragm at midspan be used for the purpose of 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Speed of construction, particularly for bridge replacement and repair projects, has 
become a more critical issue than ever before when considering the disruption of the 
traffic, motorists’ safety, and the toll of injured construction workers.  Technologies of 
accelerated bridge construction need to be developed to minimize disruptions of traffic 
and commerce.  One of the promising systems for rapid bridge construction is the use of 
decked precast prestressed concrete girders (DPPCGs) or decked bulb tee (DBT) girders 
for the bridge superstructure (Stanton and Mattock 1986).   
The DBT is a precast prestressed concrete I-beam, bulb-tee, or multi-stemmed girder with 
an integral deck that is cast and prestressed with the girder.  These decked girders are 
manufactured in precast concrete plants under closely controlled and monitored 
conditions, transported to the construction site, and erected such that flanges of adjacent 
units abut each other.  Load transfer between adjacent units is provided using specially 
designed connections.  The longitudinal joints are exploited to connect the top flange of 
the adjacent girders, and diaphragms are used to connect the web and bottom flange of 
adjacent girders.  Sections which are not too heavy for transportation by truck can be 
used to construct long-span girder bridges.   
The system eliminates the time necessary to form, place, and cure a concrete deck at the 
bridge site.  In addition, the wide top flange provided by the deck improves construction 
safety due to ease of installations, enhances structural performance as well as durability 
since the deck is fabricated with the girder in a controlled environment, and leads to a 
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more efficient contribution of the deck in stress distribution.   
In spite of their benefits, the use of DBT concrete girders has been limited to isolated 
regions of the U.S. because of concerns about certain design and construction issues that 
are perceived to influence the structural integrity of the bridge system.  These issues are 
connections between adjacent units including longitudinal joints as well as diaphragms, 
live load distribution, skew effects, constructibility and performance.   
Research is needed to address the issues that significantly influence the performance of 
the DBT concrete girder bridge systems and to develop the continuous connections 
between adjacent girders for the design and construction.  The research described herein 
will provide highway agencies with the information necessary for considering a bridge 
construction method that is expected to reduce the total construction time, improve public 













CHAPTER 2  
IMPROVED LONGITUDINAL JOINT DETAILS IN DECKED BULB 















This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper with the same title accepted for the 
Journal of Bridge Engineering, ASCE by Lungui Li; Zhongguo (John) Ma; Mary E. 




This paper focuses on an investigation of improved continuous longitudinal joint details 
for decked precast prestressed concrete girder bridge systems.  Precast concrete girders 
with an integral deck that is cast and prestressed with the girder provide benefits of rapid 
construction along with improved structural performance and durability.  Despite these 
advantages, use of this type of construction has been limited to isolated regions of the 
United States.  One of the issues limiting more widespread use is a perceived problem 
with durability of longitudinal joints used to connect adjacent girders.  This paper 
presents the results of a study to assess potential alternate joint details based on 
constructability, followed by testing of selected details.  Seven reinforced concrete beam 
specimens connected with either lapped headed reinforcement or lapped welded wire 
reinforcement (WWR) were tested along with a specimen reinforced by continuous bars 
for comparison.  Test results were evaluated based on flexural capacity, curvature at 
failure, cracking, deflection and steel strain.  Based on the survey and the experimental 
program, a headed bar detail with a 6 in. lap length was recommended for replacing the 
current welded steel connector detail. 
Keywords: Lap length, Headed reinforcement, WWR, Longitudinal joint, Decked bulb 
tee, Accelerated bridge construction 
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2.1  Introduction 
Speed of construction, particularly for bridge replacement and repair projects, has 
become a critical issue to minimize disruption of traffic and commerce.  A promising 
system for rapid construction is a precast bridge system using decked bulb tee (DBT) 
concrete girders.  This type of bridge includes the bridge deck precast and prestressed 
with the girder, manufactured in the precast plant under closely monitored conditions, 
transported to the construction site, and erected such that the flanges of adjacent units 
abut.  Load transfer between adjacent units is provided by longitudinal joints (parallel to 
traffic direction).  Fig. 2.1 shows a DBT bridge being constructed. 
The system eliminates the time necessary to form, place, and cure a concrete deck at the 
bridge site.  In addition, the wide top flange provided by the deck; improves 
construction safety due to ease of installations, enhances durability since the deck is 
fabricated with the girder in a controlled environment, and enhances structural 
performance with a more efficient contribution of the deck in stress distribution.  
Because of the rapid construction feature provided by this system, it is especially 
advantageous in regions with short construction seasons or harsh climate, or in remote 
regions where use of cast-in-place concrete is prohibitive.  This type of bridge is 
relatively common in the northwestern states of Washington, Oregon, Alaska and Idaho. 
Despite the major benefits of this type of bridge, use has been limited to isolated regions 
of the U.S. because of concerns about certain design and construction issues.  A 
particularly important issue is the durability of the longitudinal joint between adjacent 




























Fig. 2.2 shows a typical DBT bridge consisting of five DBTs connected by four 
longitudinal joints with welded steel connectors and grouted shear keys (Stanton and 
Mattock 1986, Ma et al 2007).  In order to reduce the total DBT weight, the thickness of 
the deck is typically limited to 6 in.  Welded steel connectors are typically spaced at 4 
feet.  To make the connection, as shown in Fig. 2.2, two steel angles are anchored into 
the top flange of DBT and a steel plate is welded to steel angles in the field.  Between 
two connectors, a shear key is provided at the vertical edge of the top flange.  Grout is 
filled into the pocket of the connector and voids of the shear key to tie the adjacent 
girders together.  A joint backer bar is placed at the bottom of the shear key to prevent 
leakage when grouting.  
The current longitudinal joint has the strength needed to transfer shear and limited moment 
from one girder to adjacent girders.  The width of the joint zone is small so that it 
facilitates accelerated construction.  However, since welded steel plates are located 4 feet 
from each other and at mid-depth of the flange, they can’t help to control flexural cracks 
along the longitudinal joint.  Although performance of this type of joint was reported as 
good to excellent in a survey of current users, problems with joint cracking have been 
reported in the literature (Stanton and Mattock 1986; Martin and Osborn 1983).  This 
joint cracking along with joint leakage is perceived to be an issue limiting a wider use of 
this type of bridges.  As a result, the State of Washington has set limitations on the use of 
DBT for roads with high ADT and for continuous bridges.  As part of a research project to 
address issues that influence the performance of DBT bridges, a specific objective was 
defined to develop improved joint details which allow DBT bridge systems to be more 
accepted as a viable system for accelerated bridge constructions.  This chapter describes  
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the process of selection of trial longitudinal joint system and the laboratory testing of trial 
selected joints.   
2.2  Proposed New Joint Details 
To improve the current joint detail, the proposed new details should control joint cracking 
better, and maintain the accelerated construction features.  One concept is to replace the 
current welded steel connectors with distributed reinforcement to provide moment 
transfer as well as shear transfer across the joint.  Obviously, well distributed 
reinforcement can control cracks much better than widely spaced welded steel connectors. 
However, straight lap-spliced reinforcement requires a much wider joint to develop its 
strength. 
The width of the joint for lap spliced reinforcement is determined by the lap length which 
typically depends on development length dL  of reinforcement.  ACI 318 (2005) 
provides the following equations to calculate the development length dL  for straight bar 









    λψψ










=         (2.2) 
Where: yf = specified yield strength of nonprestressed reinforcement, psi; tψ = 
reinforcement location factor; 
eψ = coating factor; λ = lightweight aggregate concrete 
factor; '
cf = specified compressive strength of concrete, psi; and bd = nominal diameter 
of bar, in. 
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For a typical DBT, the compressive strength of the deck flange and the grout is 7000psi. 
If #5 epoxy coated bars with yield stress of 60ksi were lapped in the 6 in. deep flange 
joint, the development length dL  for straight bars and hooked bars are 21.5 in. and 10.7 
in. respectively.  The lap length should not be less than the development length dL , 
which indicates at least the same joint width needs to be provided to accommodate the 
lap spliced reinforcement.  A straight lap-spliced joint would be much wider than the 
current joint width, which does not facilitate accelerated construction.  
It is very important for the proposed joint width to be as narrow as possible.  Joint 
width minimization will reduce the required expensive grout which results in a reduction 
of cost and faster construction time.  As a result, options to reduce the joint width have 
been explored.  Such options include bars with hook (U bar), bars with headed 
terminations, and bars with spiral.   
As discussed earlier, the hooked bar has a much smaller development length compared to 
a straight bar.  However, it is impossible to have a standard hook for #5 bar within the 6 
in. deep flange while still satisfying the cover requirements.  As a result, a non-standard 
U bar with a smaller bend radius was considered as shown in Fig. 2.3-a.   
U bars are spliced with the transverse deck reinforcement in the top flange of the DBT. 
They are bent to contact with the opposite U bars in the adjacent girder.  Two longitudinal 
bars were laced through the interlocking U bars.  Fig. 2.3-b shows a non-overlapping 
headed bar connection detail proposed for consideration.  Two layers of transverse deck 




























(a): U bar detail 
A - A
A A
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with a Head (Typ.)
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 (b): Headed bar detail 
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 (c): Spiral bar detail 
Figure 2.3    Proposed New Joint Details 
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The adjacent girders will be placed with the opposing headed bar abutting each other.  
One welded wire reinforcement (WWR) is spliced with each layer of headed bar for force 
transfer.  Fig. 2.3-c shows a proposed joint detail with spirals confining lapped splices. 
Einea et al (1999) performed an experimental program to determine lap length of the 
rebar confined in spirals.  With the concrete compressive strength of 8660psi, they found 
that the lap length for #4, #6, and #8 bars confined with circular spirals can be as short as 
4in., 5in., and 7in. respectively.  In this proposed detail, two layers of transverse deck 
reinforcement project out of the top flange of the girder and abut with the opposite 
projecting transverse deck reinforcement in the adjacent girder.  The two abutting 
transverse deck reinforcements are spliced with two straight bars confined by the spiral 
wire.  
In order to better understand the rapid constructability of the proposed details, a survey was 
distributed to a variety of bridge professionals in different states.  The bridge professionals 
were asked to comment on constructability, cost and any available performance data. 
Approximately 80% of the 28 agencies that were questioned responded to the survey. 
According to the feedback, it would be desirable to minimize or eliminate the joint zone 
to expedite construction and reduce cost.  Field placement of reinforcement within 
longitudinal joint zone after erection could be tedious.  Cumulative fabrication and 
erection tolerances, particularly differential camber, will result in some degree of vertical 
flange mismatching.  Any connection detail must have sufficient tolerance to account 
for the mismatch.  
The feedback almost universally indicated concerns with the connection using spiral wire. 
The respondents felt that the complexity of construction would cause difficulties with 
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effective installation.  Assembling the splice bars and spiral wire seemed too difficult 
and time consuming in the limited space of the joint strip.  When the joint is very 
congested, it is very difficult to achieve full grout penetration throughout the assembly. 
For the 6 in. deep flange, the use of spiral wire will probably result in violation of the 
cover requirement: 2 in. at top and 1 in. at bottom, and it would be more realistic to use a 
thicker flange.  It also would be very difficult to provide proper alignment of the 
opposing transverse deck reinforcements when erecting the bridge girders.  It is highly 
unlikely that this connection would work for skewed bridges.   
The primary concern with the U bar detail was achieving the desired bend radius within the 
6 in. deep flange and still achieving the desired top and bottom cover requirement.  The 
flange must be thickened substantially for a reasonable pin diameter to work, or the bars 
would have to be rotated sideways to maintain the required cover.  Contact lapping of U 
bars will present construction problems in both making laps match up and difficulty in 
the setting operation for the girders.  Much labor may be required in the field to bend 
bars at all contact locations.  A joint with spacing completely out of phase by half a 
space between adjacent girders should be considered.  Large amounts of differential 
camber may complicate lacing the longitudinal bar though the U bar interlocking, and 
eliminating longitudinal bar is suggested.  Also, the thin, un-reinforced part of the flange 
under the joint would be very vulnerable to damage at all stages of fabrication and 
construction.  Female-to-female shear key details would be preferred. 
From a structural and ease of installation point of view, the headed reinforcement option 
appeared to be the most favorable.  However, several respondents expressed concern for 
a detail with headed bars that do not overlap.  This concept is good for setting 
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assemblies but it does not provide a good load path with reliance on WWR for force 
transfer.  Also, field placement of the inner layer of WWR (above lower headed bars) 
may be difficult.  In addition, the heads of the bars appear to violate cover requirement. 
Based on the feedback from the survey, a headed bar detail was selected for further 
investigation.  Considering the limited flange depth, it was decided to investigate use of 
one layer of overlapping headed reinforcement (Fig. 2.4-a).  Interlocking WWR detail as 
shown in Fig. 2.4-b was also chosen for further investigation.  
Since contact lapping will present construction problems, headed bar spacing completely 
out of phase by half a space is proposed shown in Fig. 2.4-a, however, the lap length 
(measured from inside head to inside head) needs to be studied.  Research on anchorage 
behavior of overlapping headed reinforcement was conducted by Thompson et al (2006). 
The anchorage capacity of headed bars consisted of head bearing and bond.  The 


















































χ         (2.5) 
Where: nhA = net head area, in
2
; bA = area of bar, in
2
; 1c , 2c = half spacing of the 
headed bar or cover dimension; *
dL = development length of the straight bar which has 
the same diameter as the headed bar; ψ  = radial disturbance factor which recognizes an 
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improvement in capacity for headed bars in which the secondary cover dimension, c2, is 
greater than the minimum cover dimension, c1.; and χ = head size reduction factor.  For 
#5 bars with a 2 in. diameter circular head , the development length dL  is 3.75 in. for 
both 4 in. spacing headed bar and 6 in. spacing headed bar. 
As shown in Fig. 2.4-b, the WWR detail includes three sheets of WWR with “Sheet 3” is 
put on the top of “Sheet 1” and “Sheet 2” which are abutted with each other.  Each sheet 
is spliced to an adjoining sheet with two interlocking cross wires.  The spacing between 
cross wires of the overlap sheets shall be at least 2in. (ACI 318-05).  In this case, width 
of WWR connection (distance between outermost cross wires) should be 16 in. plus the 
diameter of the wire.   
In order to evaluate the proposed new joint details shown in Fig. 2.4, an experimental 
program was carried out.  As discussed below, the spacing of cross wires in WWR detail 
is reduced from 2 in. to 1 in. in order to reduce the width of connection, so it is 
comparable with that of headed bar detail which is measured from outside head to outside 
head.  The lap length in WWR detail is defined as the distance between the center of the 
outermost cross wire to the center of middle wire, which is reduced to 4 in. 
2.3  Experimental Program 
2.3.1  Testing Plan 
Fig. 2.5 shows a model specimen in two adjacent DBTs with the dashed line representing 
the longitudinal joint.  Typically, the spacings of the DBT are 4 feet, 6 feet, or 8 feet 
respectively.  The model specimen with 8 feet span was selected to evaluate the 




























Fig. 2.6 shows details of the three types of specimens.  Each specimen was 2 feet wide, 
10 feet long, and 6 in. deep with 2 in. cover at top and 1 in. cover at bottom.  
All the specimens had four layers of reinforcement both at the left side and the right side 
to simulate the deck reinforcement in the top flange of adjacent girders.  The headed bar, 
WWR Sheet 1, WWR Sheet 2, and the continuous bar were spliced with the deck 
reinforcement long enough to avoid pulling out.  The specification of deck 
reinforcement was as following:  
#5 bar spaced at 6 in. at top in the “transverse” direction of the bridge deck;  
#4 bar spaced at 6 in. at bottom in the “transverse” direction of the bridge deck;  
#5 distribution reinforcement spaced at 8 in. at top in the “longitudinal” direction of the 
bridge deck;  
#4 distribution reinforcement spaced at 8 in. at bottom in the “longitudinal” direction of 
the bridge deck.  
All the reinforcement was grade 60 and epoxy coated.  The headed reinforcement was 
#5 bar with a standard 2 in. diameter circular friction welded head.  The head thickness 
was 0.5 in.  Table 2.1 shows the main variables of the tested specimens.  
For the headed bar detail (Fig. 2.6-a), the primary variables were the lap length and the 
spacing of the reinforcement.  “H” means headed reinforcement and “W” means WWR.   
For example, the notation “H-6-4” means headed bar reinforcement with a lap length of 6 
in. and a spacing of reinforcement at 4 in.  A #5 bar with a 1.375 in. diameter circular 
head on each end was placed in the “longitudinal” direction both above and below the 
headed reinforcement at the middle of the lap length.  Fig. 2.6-b shows the WWR detail. 


































#5 rebar spacing 6 in. 
(typ.)
distribution #5 rebar 
spacing 8 in. (typ.)
#4 rebar spacing 6 in. 
(typ.)
distribution #4 rebar 
spacing 8 in. (typ.)
 
(c): Control beam 














cf   
psi 
Control Straight Bar Continuous 6 10,542 
H-6-6 Headed Bar 6 6 10,542 
H-2.5-6 Headed Bar 2.5 6 8,230 
H-6-4 Headed Bar 6 4 8,860 
H-2.5-4 Headed Bar 2.5 4 8,950 
H-4-6 Headed Bar 4 6 8,480 
W-4-6 WWR 4 6 7,750 
W-4-4 WWR 4 4 8,352 
 
only variable in the second type of specimen.  The diameter of WWR reinforcement is 
5/8 in. (#5 bar).  A control specimen with a layer of continuous #5 rebar with a spacing 
of 6 in. across the joint zone shown in Fig. 2.6-c was tested for comparison purpose. 
All eight specimens were cast monolithically to remove the grout as a variable so the 
actual performance of the reinforcement in the joint zone can be focused on.  The design 
concrete strength at 28 days was 7000psi.  The concrete strength 'cf  at the time of 
testing is shown in Table 2.1.  Three cylinders were tested to get the compressive 
strength of each specimen on the testing day.  The compressive strength of the control 
specimen was not available.  Since the control specimen and Specimen H-6-6 were cast 
from the same batch of concrete on the same day and they were tested within five days, 
the compressive strength of Specimen H-6-6 was used in calculation for the control 
specimen. 
2.3.2  Instrumentation and Test Setup 
In order to have a better understanding of the behavior of the proposed joint details, the 
steel strains in the joint zone were measured.  Fig. 2.7-a shows the strain gage layout in 
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(a): Control specimen 
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(b): Headed reinforcement specimen 




centerline on the left at bar 1.  Fig. 2.7-b shows the example of strain gage layout in 
headed reinforcement specimens.  In this diagram, “1-6” means the strain 6 in. away 
from the inside head of bar 1.  The headed bars are numbered from the edge to the 
middle of the specimen.  Three strain gages were placed at the end, quarter, and middle 
of the longitudinal headed bar, which labeled as LB1, LB2 and LB3 respectively.  The 
notation “SH66-1-6” is used in headed reinforcement specimen H-6-6 to indicate the 
strain at “1-6”.  The strain gage notation used in WWR specimen was the same as that 
used in control specimen.   
All specimens were simply supported with a 8 feet span (Fig. 2.8).  Neoprene pads were 
placed between the support concrete blocks and steel girders to ensure the boundary 
condition was achieved.  The specimens were loaded with two equal loads spaced at 40 
in. about the center of the span using Material Test System (MTS) rams.  The joint zone 
was located in the center of the span and experienced the maximum constant moment 
without shear.  Linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDT) were employed to 
measure the specimen deflection and curvature.  The dial gages were used to measure 
the settlement.   
2.3.3  Moment Capacity and Curvature 
Table 2.2 compiles the moment capacity and measured curvatures of each specimen.  
The curvatures reported include the measured curvature at maximum moment and the  
maximum curvature prior to failure.  Four of the specimens failed suddenly and the 
maximum curvature could not be reported.  A joint with a high moment capacity and a 
low curvature will be undesirable in the industry application because the failure will be  

















Figure 2.8    Testing Setup 
 
 






Moment Capacity  
Mn (kips-ft) Corresponding to Mn Maximum 
Control 25.19 10,802 12,934 
H-6-6 25.83 7,653 9,490 
H-2.5-6 17.39 2,167 3,715 
H-6-4 39.4 6,320 8,848 
H-2.5-4 32.13 3,407 Failed Suddenly 
H-4-6 18.4 3,509 Failed Suddenly 
W-4-4 4.74 942 Failed Suddenly 






analysis program that will calculate the strength and ductility of a reinforced concrete 
cross-section subjected to shear, moment, and axial load.  This program was used to 
predict the moment curvature behavior of a continuously reinforced specimen with either 
4 in. or 6 in. reinforcement spacing.  The measured yield stress of 68ksi and elasticity 
modulus of 29809ksi of the reinforcement were used in the Response 2000 analysis.   
Fig. 2.9 compares the moment curvature response for each of the headed bar specimens 
and control specimen.  
It could be clearly seen that the 6 in. lap length specimens (H-6-4, H-6-6 and control 
specimen) provided much more ductility than the 2.5 in. or 4 in. lap length specimens 
(H-2.5-4, H-2.5-6 and H-4-6).  The maximum curvatures in 6 in. lap length specimens 
were almost twice as large as those in specimens with 2.5 in. or 4 in. lap length.  In the 6 
in. lap length specimen moment curvature response curve, there was considerable 
flattening of the curve followed by a dropping off which meant that the reinforcement 
yielded after the specimen reached the nominal moment until the compression zone of 
concrete crushed and the specimen could not take any more load. 
The maximum curvatures in specimens with 2.5 in. or 4 in. lap length were very close 
and had a relatively small value about 6103810 −×  rad/in.  The curves did not exhibit a 
flattening part indicated the steel did not fully develope before concrete crushing.   
Also, the 4 in. reinforcement spacing specimens (H-6-4 and H-2.5-4) provided higher 
moment capacities than the 6 in. reinforcement spacing specimens because the smaller 
spacing provided more steel in the same cross section, which can increase the nominal 
















































Fig. 2.10 plotted the moment curvature curve for 6 in. reinforcement spacing specimens 
with Response 2000.  The specimen results were split into two graphs due to the 
different compressive strength of the concrete.  Fig. 2.10-a plotted the behavior of the 
control specimen and H-6-6 which had a compressive strength of 10,542psi.  Both 
specimens had a higher moment capacity and higher ductility than Response 2000.  
H-6-6 had a little bit more moment capacity (3%) than control specimen.  The control 
specimen was more ductile than H-6-6 with a maximum curvature which was 36% larger 
than that of H-6-6.  However, the 6 in. lap length had considerable anchorage to provide 
desirable moment capacity and ductility.   
Fig. 2.10-b compared the moment curvature curve between H-2.5-6, H-4-6 and Response 
2000 with average compressive strength of 8,355psi.  The moment capacities of both 
specimens were close to each other and a little bit smaller than that in Response 2000. 
Both specimens had only about half ductility capacity compared with Response 2000. 
Because of the short lap length, there was not enough anchorage between opposing 
headed reinforcement in the joint.  As the load increased, the concrete between the 
opposing headed bars began to crush and failed to transfer the force between the 
overlapping headed reinforcement.  So the two specimens exhibited relatively brittle 
failures with small curvatures.   
Fig. 2.11 shows the moment curvature data for 4 in. reinforcement spacing specimens 
(H-2.5-4 and H-6-4) and Response 2000 with average compressive strength of 8,900psi. 
H-6-4 had a larger moment capacity and ductility compared with Response 2000.  It 
confirmed the discussion above that 6 in. lap length had the desirable anchorage capacity  
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ductility was only about 60% of that in Response 2000.  Based on the review of the 
failed specimen, it appears that the connection failed suddenly because of the anchorage 
failure due to the short lap length, which can be recognized by the abrupt stop in the 
moment curvature curve.  
Fig. 2.12 showed the moment curvature behavior of the WWR specimens.  Neither 
specimens performed like the expected behavior of Response 2000 and failed 
prematurely.  As noted previously, the spacing between cross wires in the joint zone was 
1 in. did not meet the requirement in ACI.  If WWR connection is used in the joint, it is 
suspected that the width of joint needs to be increased to accommodate 2 in. spacing 
cross wires.  In addition, as shown in Fig. 2.4-b, the WWR detail includes a significant 
shift in the location of the transverse wires in Sheet 3 as compared to Sheets l and 2.  It 
is also suspected that providing a fourth sheet below Sheets 1 and 2 would improve 
behavior but diminish the constructability of the joint.   
2.3.4  Strain Comparisons 
The results from the strain gage readings were plotted against the corresponding moment.  
Fig. 2.13 compared the moment versus steel strain at different locations in Specimen 
H-6-6.  Steel within 0 to 2 in. away from the head (Fig. 2.13-a and b) developed strain 
with initial load indicating the head bearing provided significant anchorage capacity.  
Strain in the steel 4 in. to 10 in. away from the head (Fig. 2.13-c, d, e) did not indicate 
significant strain until the applied moment of approximately 7.41 kips-ft.  This moment 
corresponds with first significant cracking following which the reinforcement strains 
away from the head increased to two to three times the strains measured near the head 







































































































































































































 (e): 10 in. from head                   (f): longitudinal bar 
 






the whole anchorage.  Also strains measured away from the head indicated significant 
yielding before ultimate load. 
In Fig. 2.13-d, the strain development in bar 1 and bar 3 was not as rapid as bar 2 and bar 
4.  This was because in Specimen H-6-6, there were 4 bars (bar 1, bar 3, bar 5 and bar 7) 
on the right side and 3 bars (bar 2, bar 4 and bar 6) on the left.  To balance the total 
tension force, the bars on the left which had smaller area needed to develop more 
strain/stress to produce the same force as the steel on the right side.  Fig. 2.13-f shows 
measured strain in the longitudinal bars was relatively low during the test.  Therefore 
the force in the joint in this direction was relatively low. 
Fig. 2.14 compares the moment versus strain response at SH66-4-4 in Specimen H-6-6 
with 2-4L and 2-4R in the control specimen.  The three moment-strain curves matched 
very well which confirmed steel 4 in. away from the head would fully develop in the 6 in. 
lap length headed bar connection.  The joint detail in Specimen H-6-6 can transfer 
moment as effectively as a continuously reinforced joint. 
Similar to Specimen H-6-6, the steel close to the head in Specimen H-6-4 developed 
strain at low load indicating the head bearing provided significant anchorage capacity. 
Steel away from the head indicated higher strain demonstrating that bond also contributed 
to the anchorage.  Measured strain, greater than yield were measured at locations as 
close as 2 in. from the head and indicated the rebar fully developed by the combination of 
head bearing and bond.  
As discussed before, the spacing of the headed reinforcement was one of the variables 
that had effect on the lap length.  The smaller spacing, the smaller lap length was 















































H-6-6, the steel at 2 in. away from the head yielded in H-6-4 while the steel at 4 in. away 
from the head yielded in H-6-6.  
For Specimen H-2.5-6, strain data indicates the steel did not yield until failure, which 
confirms this specimen did not reach the full moment and curvature capacity because of 
the short lap length.  Specimens H-2.5-4 and H-4-6 performed better than H-2.5-6 with 
respect to the more moment capacity; however, both of them had a sudden, brittle failure 
due to the short lap length.  The 2.5 in. or 4 in. lap length was not adequate to develop 
the steel and could not provide desirable moment capacity and ductility.  For WWR 
specimens, the strain gage readings in W-4-4 and W-4-6 indicated the steel did not 
develop any significant strain. 
2.3.5  Load-Deflection 
Fig. 2.15 compares the load-deflection curves of all the tested specimens.  The string 
connecting LVDT and the control specimen for deflection measurement was broken when 
the control specimen had a deflection around 1.2 in.  Similar to the moment-curvature 
data, the deflection data clearly shows that for headed reinforcement, 6 in. lap length 
specimens (H-6-4 and H-6-6) were more deformable than the 2.5 in. or 4 in. lap length 
specimens (H-2.5-4, H-2.5-6 and H-4-6).  The maximum deflections in 6 in. lap length 
specimens were almost as twice the deflections measured for specimens with 2.5 in. or 4 
in. lap length.  In the specimen with the 6 in. lap length load deflection curves show 
obviously ductile behavior before reaching the ultimate load.  The WWR specimens had 












































2.3.6  Cracking 
The first cracks developed in the mid-span region when the load was between 1.5kips to 
2kips depending on the different specimens.  For 2.5 in. lap length specimens (H-2.5-4 
and H-2.5-6), cracks usually consisted of flexural cracks in the “longitudinal” direction in 
the constant moment zone.  The numbers on specimens shown in Fig. 2.16 to Fig. 2.20 
represent the applied loads with the unit of kips.  There was not much transverse 
cracking (Fig. 2.16-a) which means the concrete cover was sufficient to develop the bond 
stress that occurred.  Prior to failure, a wide crack propagated along the midspan.  
However, the top concrete was still good until failure (Fig. 2.16-b). This behavior 
indicates the 2.5 in. lap length was too small to provide enough anchorage (combination 
of head and bond).  Before the top concrete crushed, the concrete between overlapping 
headed reinforcement failed and the overlapping reinforcement could not transfer force. 
Fig. 2.17 shows the cracking behavior for 4 in. lap length specimen H-4-6.  Several 
cracks formed in the “transverse” direction in the constant moment zone indicating a loss 
of bond stress with load close to failure (Fig.2.17-a).  These results show that a 4 in. lap 
length could provide some degree of bond in the lap zone prior the failure.  Failure 
occurred with crushing of the top concrete (Fig.2.17-b) confirming a reasonably large 
anchorage capacity was provided by combination with head and bond in 4 in. lap length. 
However, this lap length was not long enough to develop the steel to fully yield.   
Crack behavior for 6 in. lap length specimens (H-6-6 and H-6-4) are shown in Fig. 2.18. 
Longitudinal flexural cracks were well-distributed along the constant moment zone. 
Failure occurred with crushing of the top concrete (Fig. 2.18-a).  Results indicated  
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(a): Bottom view                        (b): Side view 
Figure 2.16   Crack Behavior for Specimen H-2.5-4 and H-2.5-6 
 
    
(a): Bottom view                        (b): Side view 





























 (b): Crack width-load curve 










anchorage (combination of head and bond) was sufficient for the specimens to behave as 
continuously reinforced.  Fig. 2.18-b shows the maximum crack width in the constant 
moment zone against the applied load.  Under the failure load, the maximum measured 
crack width is about 0.2 in.  However, the measured crack width under estimated service 
load moment is about 0.004 in.   
In WWR specimens, a large crack propagated at the center of the span until a brittle 
failure occurred (Fig. 2.19). 
2.3.7  Failure Types 
Typically, the specimens exhibited two different failure types during testing.  Fig. 2.20-a 
and Fig. 2.20-b display the ductile, slow failure and the sudden, brittle failure respectively. 
The Specimens H-2.5-4, W-4-4, and W-4-6 experienced a sudden, brittle failure and 
broke into two pieces.  The control specimen, H-6-6 and H-6-4 had a ductile failure. 
H-2.5-6 and H-4-6 experienced a brittle failure with small curvature but it did not break 
into two pieces.  The testing program indicated that both the reinforcement lap length 
and the spacing had effects on the failure type.  2.5 in. and 4 in. lap lengths could not 
provide enough anchorage to fully develop the reinforcement.  Since the reinforcement 
did not yield, as the load increased to a certain value, the anchorage was lost and the load 
could no longer be carried, and failure occurred suddenly.  6 in. lap length could provide 
desirable anchorage and had a ductile behavior.  
2.4  Conclusions 
Based on the survey and the experimental program, the following conclusions were made: 
1. The headed bar detail can provide a continuous force transfer in the longitudinal joint 




Figure 2.19   A Large Crack Propagating along Midspan in WWR Specimens 
 
 
    
(a): Ductile failure                      (b): Brittle Failure 
 
















2. The lap length for the headed bar detail is recommended to be 6 in.  This lap length 
provided full development of the bars to produce full load capacity and significant 
ductility.  
3. The reinforcement spacing had an effect on the structural behavior.  The smaller 
spacing provided more load resistance with less ductility because more steel was 
provided in the same cross section.  
4. In the tested WWR connection details was used in the joint, the joint width 
accommodating 1 in. spacing between cross wires failed to provide the required moment 
capacity.  Therefore, a WWR connection detail with the same joint width as the headed 
bar detail cannot be recommended.  
5. According to the moment capacity, curvature, cracking, deflection and steel strain 
comparison, the headed bar detail with a 6 in. lap length was recommended for replacing 












CHAPTER 3  
STUDY OF MAXIMUM FORCES IN THE LONGITUDINAL JOINTS 
3.1  Introduction 
The objective of the study was to provide a database of maximum forces for 
determination of loading demand on the longitudinal joints due to service live loads.  
The effects of individual variables were researched by performing parametric studies 
using ABAQUS.  The following variables were considered: 
1. Girder geometry including depth, span and spacing 
2. Single lane loading and multilane loading 
3. Skewness of the bridge 
4. Impact of cracking of joints 
The decked bulb tee girder was chosen for the study.  Table 3.1 summarizes the practical 
span ranges for the optimized girder sections.   
Typically, there were three different girder depths: 41 in., 53 in. and 65 in.  The girder 
section is named by the girder depth, such as section “DBT41” referring to a decked bulb 
tee girder with 41 in. depth.  For each girder section, there were three different girder 
spacings: 4 ft, 6 ft and 8 ft.  Fig. 3.1 shows the cross section of the optimized deck bulb 
tee girder. 
3.2  Description of Modeled Bridge Parameters 
Table 3.2 summarizes the seven bridge models with different girder geometry and bridge 
skewness developed for the parametric study.  Bridges A, B, C and D are straight 
bridges with varying girder geometry (depth, spacing and span).  Bridges D, E, F and G 
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(ft) Minimum Maximum 
4 84 124 
6 72 130 DBT41 
8 64 118 
4 98 150 
6 84 156 DBT53 
8 76 148 
4 108 172 
6 94 180 DBT65 
8 84 176 
 
 

























Figure 3.1    Cross Section of Optimized Decked Bulb Tee Girder 
 
 









A 65 8 134 0 
B 65 8 84 0 
C 65 4 108 0 
D 41 8 118 0 
E 41 8 118 45 
F 41 8 118 30 
G 41 8 118 15 
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have the same girder geometry with different bridge skewness.  
All seven bridges are simply supported.  Use of diaphragms between adjacent girders, as 
shown in Fig. 3.2, decreases the load transferred across the longitudinal joint.  Therefore, 
in order to calculate maximum loads on the longitudinal joint, only one intermediate steel 
diaphragm (ISD) is located at the midspan of the bridge to connect the web and bottom 
flange of the girders.  This is considered a minimum of what would be used in practice.  
Both the inclined member and horizontal member of the ISD use L 
''
8
3''3''3 ××  steel 
angles which have a cross sectional area of 2.11 in
2
.  The deck of the adjacent girders 
was connected by the proposed continuous longitudinal joint (Fig. 3.3) discussed in 
Chapter 2.  
All the bridge models have the same bridge width of 40 ft.  Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 show 
the sketch of each bridge model.  Fig. 3.4-(a) to Fig. 3.4-(d) show the cross section 
views of the four straight bridges and Fig. 3.5-(a) to Fig. 3.5-(c) show the plan views of 
the three skew bridges.  The joints between girders were labeled as “joint 1”, “joint 2” 
and so on from left to right.  Because of the symmetry of each bridge about its 
longitudinal axis, the forces in joints on the left half of each bridge were studied.  Please 
note that the metal railing is not shown in these sketches since live load was considered in 
the study.   
3.3  Description of Loadings 
The live load HL-93 according to the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications 
(AASHTO 2007) was used in the study.  The live load HL-93 consists of design vehicle 
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Figure 3.6    Dimension and Wheel Weight of the Live Load HL-93 
 
whichever produces the larger forces.  Fig. 3.6 shows the dimension and wheel weight 
of the live load HL-93.  The tire contact area in the design vehicle is 10 in. by 20 in. 
(AASHTO 2007). The dynamic load allowance 1.33 should be applied to the design 
vehicle load but not to the lane load.  The length of the lane load is varied to produce the 
larger forces.   
The distance between middle wheel and rear wheel of the truck load varies from 14 ft to 
30 ft to produce the larger force.  In the parametric study, multiple presence factors of 
1.20 and 1.00 were used for single lane loading and multilane (two lane) loading 
respectively.  For fatigue loading, the fatigue truck load is the same as the design truck 
load specified in Fig. 3.6, but with a constant spacing 30 ft between the middle wheel and 
the rear wheel.  The dynamic load allowance 1.15 shall be applied to the fatigue load.  
3.4  Development of Finite Element Models 
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The three dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) modeling was completed by using 
ABAQUS 6.4.1 available at the College of Engineering at the University of Tennessee 
Knoxville.  
The bridge modeling consisted of three main components: intermediate steel diaphragm, 
decked bulb tee girder, and the continuous longitudinal joint connection between top 
flanges of adjacent girders (Fig. 3.7).  The inclined members of the steel diaphragm 
were modeled using 3D two-node truss elements (T3D2); the horizontal member was 
modeled using 3D two-node beam elements (B31) as shown in Fig. 3.7-a.  The angle 
between the inclined member and horizontal member dependent on the depth and the 
spacing of the girder.  The major portion of the decked bulb tee girder, including the 
bottom bulb, stem, sub-flange, and the deck directly above the sub-flange, was modeled 
using 3D twenty-node solid elements (C3D20) as shown in Fig. 3.7-b.  
The remainder of the deck of the girder contains the longitudinal joint that is located at 
the outer edges of the deck as shown in Fig. 3.2.  This is the main area of interest in this 
study.  It was considered that use of shell elements in lieu of solid elements would 
facilitate the determination of moments and shear forces in the longitudinal joint. 
Therefore, sensitivity analyses were carried out to compare results using various 
modeling approaches for this area of the deck.  Results of analyses were compared for 
moments and shear forces at the longitudinal joints of bridges with only one interior 
transverse diaphragm at midspan.  Analyses were carried out using shell elements for 
this area of the deck versus more detailed models with solid elements.  Based on the 
results, this area of the deck, including the continuous longitudinal joint connection, was 
modeled using 3D eight-node thick shell elements (S8R), as shown in Fig.3.7-c.   
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(a) Intermediate Steel Diaphragm 
       
(b) Decked Bulb Tee Girder 
 
  (c) Continuous Longitudinal Joint Connection 
 
Figure 3.7    Bridge Components Modeled by 3D Finite Elements 
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Different material properties were assigned to the different parts of bridge components.  
Young’s modulus for the stem of the girder including bottom bulb and sub-flange, deck of 
girder and steel diaphragm were 4,769 ksi (based on 7,000 psi compressive strength), 
3,605 ksi (based on 4,000 psi compressive strength), and 29,000 ksi respectively.  The 
Poisson’s ratios for concrete and steel were 0.18 and 0.3 respectively.  A sufficiently 
refined mesh was completed to make sure that the results from 3D FE models were 
adequate. 
The bridge models were assumed to be simply supported at the end.  In the 3D FE 
models (Fig. 3.8), the roller support at one end was modeled by restraining the vertical 
movement (direction 3) of the bottom flange of the girders.  The other end was the 
pinned support modeled by restraining the movements of girder bottom flanges in both 
girder length and vertical direction (direction 2 and 3).  In the transverse direction 
(direction 1), both girders’ end sections were restrained for modeling concrete end 
diaphragms.  The developed 3D FE models were calibrated and discussed in details by 
Ma et al. (2007).  
3.5  Parametric Study 
Based on the bridge models and vehicle loading discussed above, parametric studies were 
conducted to determine the maximum forces in the longitudinal joint.  The following 
parameters were considered: different loading locations, effect of bridge width, 
combination of design truck and lane loading vs. combination of design tandem and lane 
loading, girder geometry (depth, spacing and span), bridge skewness, single lane loading 
vs. multilane loading, and impact of cracking of the joints.  The purpose of the 






















joints for determination of loadings on the static and fatigue slab tests.  The maximum 
bending moment and maximum vertical shear in the longitudinal joints were focused on 
in the study.   
3.5.1  Effect of Loading Locations 
3.5.1.1  Lane Loading 
The sensitivity of the lane loading was studied on joint 1 of the bridge model A.  The 
combination of design truck load and lane load was chosen.  To produce the maximum 
forces in the joint, the extreme condition of design truck load with 14 ft between middle 
wheel and rear wheel was applied in the following study.  Fig. 3.9 shows the loading 
positions for the study of bending moment in joint 1.  The design truck was located at 
the same location in the two cases.  In the longitudinal direction, the truck was located 
to produce the maximum moment in the bridge, while in the transverse direction, the 
center of the left wheels of the truck was located directly on top of joint 1 to produce the 
maximum bending moment in the joint according to the influence line analysis.   
The length of lane load was varied.  In case (a), the lane load was stopped at the center 
of the rear wheel of the truck.  While in case (b), the lane load was fully applied along 
the bridge in longitudinal direction.  The maximum bending moments with the 
corresponding vertical shear in the joint 1 were shown in Table 3.3.  
As shown in Table 3.3, the maximum moment in the two cases were very close which 
means the position of lane load had little effect on the moment in the joint.  The values 
of the corresponding vertical shear were very small and close to zero, indicating that 






















Case (a)               Case (b)             Detail A 




Table 3.3    Forces in Joint 1 due to Loads in Fig. 3.9 
 
Forces in Joint 1 




Case (a) 5.341 0.094 













Fig. 3.10 shows the loading positions for the study of vertical shear.  The design truck 
load is located at the same position as the case for the moment study in the longitudinal 
direction.  In the transverse direction, the left edge of the left wheels was located right 
on top of joint 1 to produce the maximum vertical shear in the joint according to the 
influence line analysis.  There were three different lane loads.  It was applied fully 
along the bridge, stopped at the center of middle wheels, and stopped at the center of the 
rear wheels as shown in case (a) case (b) and case (c) respectively.  The maximum shear 
with corresponding moment in each load case is presented in Table 3.4.  It can be seen 
that case (b) and case (c) produced larger maximum shears than case (a); however, the 
difference between case (b) and case (c)was not significant.  As long as the lane load 
was stopped at the heavy truck wheel (middle wheel or rear wheel), the difference in the 
maximum shear in the two cases was negligible.  In summary, the lane load which was 
fully applied along the bridge length would produce a large moment in the joint, while 
the lane load stopped at the center of the rear truck wheel would produce large shear in 
the joint. 
3.5.1.2  Truck or Tandem Loading 
The sensitivity of the truck loading position was studied on joint 1 of the bridge model A.  
Fig. 3.11 shows the loading positions for the study of bending moment.  In all six cases, 
the lane load was fully applied along the bridge length.  For the truck load, the center of 
the left wheel was located right on top of joint 1 (Fig. 3.9) in the transverse direction.  In 
the longitudinal direction, the truck positions were different and specified by the distance 
between the center of the front wheel and the midspan of the bridge.  The results for 
maximum moment in joint 1 and the corresponding shear are shown in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.4    Forces in Joint 1 due to Loads in Fig. 3.10 
 
Forces in Joint 1 




Case (a) 3.76 4.932 
Case (b) 3.604 5.916 
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Case (d)          Case (e)         Case (f) 




Table 3.5    Forces in the Joint 1 due to Loads in Fig. 3.11 
 
Forces in Joint 1 




Case (a) 5.393 0.044 
Case (b) 5.497 0.049 
Case (c) 5.496 0.091 
Case (d) 5.498 0.114 
Case (e) 5.494 0.139 
Case (f) 5.488 0.067 
 
 
As shown in Table 3.5, all the six cases produce about the same maximum moment in 
joint 1.  Truck loads with the heavy wheel (middle wheel and rear wheel) located around 
midspan (Case b, Case c, Case d and Case e) produced about 2% more moment than 
truck loads with the heavy wheel located far away from midspan (Case a and Case f).  
However, the influence of truck load position in the longitudinal direction on the 
maximum moment in the joint was negligible while load case (d) produced the largest 
maximum moment. 
Fig. 3.12 shows the loading positions for the study of vertical shear.  In all four cases, 
the lane load was stopped at the center of the truck rear wheel.  For the truck load, the 
left edge of the left wheel was located directly on top of joint 1 (Fig. 3.10-detail A) in the 
transverse direction. In the longitudinal direction, the truck positions were different and 
specified by the distance between the center of the front wheel and the midspan of the 
bridge.  The results for maximum shear and the corresponding moment in joint 1 are 
shown in Table 3.6.  




















Joint 1 Joint 1 Joint 1
 
Case (a)         Case (b)        Case (c)         Case (d) 
Figure 3.12   Truck Load Positions for Shear 
 
 
Table 3.6    Forces in the Joint 1 due to Loads in Fig. 3.12 
 
Forces in Joint 1 




a 3.821 5.814 
b 3.716 6.024 
c 3.606 5.952 








located around midspan (Case a, Case b, and Case c) produced larger shear than the truck 
loads with the heavy wheel located far away from midspan (Case d).  However, as long 
as the truck load with the heavy wheel located around midspan, the variation of the 
maximum shear in the joint was 3%. 
In summary, the influence of truck load position in the longitudinal direction on the 
maximum moment and shear in the joint was not significant, while truck loads with the 
heavy wheel located around midspan produced large maximum moment and shear.   
Similar to the truck loading, the sensitivity of tandem loading was also studied on joint 1 
of the bridge model A.  Fig. 3.13 shows the locations of the tandem load combined with 
lane load to produce the maximum moment or shear in the joint.  In Fig.3.13-a, the 
tandem was located to produce the maximum moment in the bridge in the longitudinal 
direction, while in the transverse direction, the center of the left wheels of the tandem 
was located right on the top of the joint 1.  The lane load was applied fully along the 
bridge length.  In Fig.3.13-b, the tandem was positioned at the same location in the 
longitudinal direction, while in the transverse direction, the left edge of the left wheels 
was located right on top of the joint 1.  The lane load stopped at the center of the rear 
tandem wheel.   
3.5.2  Effect of Bridge Width 
Fig. 3.14 shows the study of the maximum negative moment in joint 2 of the bridge 
model B.  The position of left loading was the same for all three cases.  The left edge 
of the left lane loading was 2 ft away from the left edge of the bridge.  The positions of 
right loading were varied.  The right edge of the right lane loading was 10 ft, 6 ft and 2 
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Case (a)       Case (b)       Case (c) 
Figure 3.14   Load Positions for Negative Moment 
 
 




Maximum Negative Moment  
(kips-ft/ft) 
Case a -0.662 
Case b -1.000 









Table 3.7 summarizes the results of the maximum negative moment under the three 
loadings.  As shown in Table 3.7, it appears that the maximum negative moment 
increased with the increase of the distance between the two loadings in the transverse 
direction, and the larger negative moment would be produced in a wide bridge.  In order 
to study the impact of bridge width on the negative moment, a “modified bridge B” 
(adding one more girder) was developed in the study.  Fig. 3.15 shows the sketch (cross 
section view) of the modified bridge model B.   
Fig. 3.16 shows the multilane loading position on the modified bridge model B to 
produce negative moment in joint 2 and joint 3.  The left edge of the left lane loading 
was 2 ft away from the left edge of the bridge, while the right edge of the right lane 
loading was 2 ft away from the right edge of the bridge.  The maximum negative 
moments in the joint 2 and the joint 3 are summarized in Table 3.8.  As shown in Table 
3.8, the maximum negative moment in modified bridge model B was less than that in 
bridge model B.  
The maximum positive moment and shear were also studied between bridge B and 
modified bridge B. The maximum forces under different loading locations were presented 
in Table 3.9.  From Table 3.9, the maximum positive moment and shear in modified 
bridge model B were also less than ones in bridge model B.  In summary, increasing the 
bridge width decrease the maximum forces in the joints because adding more girders 
increased the structural members to resist the loadings. 
3.5.3  Truck and Lane Loading vs. Tandem and Lane Loading 
Live Load HL-93 has two different loading combinations.  One combination is truck 
load plus lane load.  The other combination is tandem load plus lane load.  Generally,  
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Table 3.8    Negative Moment in the Joint 2 and Joint 3 due to Loads in Fig. 3.16 
 
Modified Bridge B 
Maximum Negative Moment  
(kips-ft/ft) 
Joint 2 -0.669 






Table 3.9    Maximum Positive and Shear Comparison between Bridge B and Modified 
Bridge B 
 









Joint 1 5.034 5.646 5.030 5.628 
Joint 2 5.225 5.899 5.148 5.694 
Joint 3   5.099 5.688 
 
the truck and lane load combination produces larger forces on the long span bridge; while 
the tandem and lane load combination produces larger forces on the short span bridge 
(the span of the bridge is comparable to the distance of the front wheel to the rear wheel 
of truck). In order to determine the effect of different loading combinations on the 
maximum forces in the joint on the practical span of the optimized decked bulb tee 
girders, the maximum forces under two loading combinations both for long span bridge 
(bridge model A) and short span bridge (bridge model B) were studied.  
Fig. 3.17 compares the maximum moment and shear in joint 1 and joint 2 produced by 
different loading combinations in the long span bridge.  The label “Truck” means truck 
and lane load combination while “Tandem” refers to tandem and lane load combination.   
Fig. 3.18 compares the maximum moment and shear in joint 1 and joint 2 produced by 
different loading combinations in the short span bridge.   
It can be seen that the truck and lane load combination produced larger maximum forces 
than tandem and lane load combination in both long and short span bridges.  It was 
because the practical span range of the optimized decked bulb tee girders is much longer 





































































































































































3.5.4  Effect of Girder Span 
The effect of girder span on the maximum forces in the joints was studied between bridge 
model A and bridge model B.  Both bridge models had the same girder cross sectional 
geometry.  Bridge model A had long girder span while bridge model B had short girder 
span.  Fig. 3.19 compares the maximum forces in the joint between long span bridge 
model A and short span bridge model B. 
It can be seen that the girder span had some effect on the maximum positive moment in 
the joint.  Longer span produced larger positive moment.  However, the influence was 
not significant.  For the shear and negative moment, they were almost the same between 
two models which means the span had no effect on the maximum shear and negative 
moment in the joint 
3.5.5  Effect of Girder Depth 
The optimized decked bulb tee girder family has three different girder depths: 41 in., 53 
in. and 65 in.  The effect of girder depth on the maximum forces in the joint was studied 
(Fig. 3.20) between 41 in. girder depth’s model (bridge model D) and 65 in. girder 
depth’s model (bridge model A).   
The girder depth had an influence on the maximum forces in both joints.  Decreasing the 
girder depth led an increase in the positive moment and negative moment (absolute value) 
up to 58% and 120%, respectively, while the shear decreased 4%.  The deck of the 
girder had the main contribution to resist the moment, and the web of the girder had the 
main contribution to resist the shear.  Decreasing the girder depth reduces the height of 
the web only while the deck and bottom flange of the girder do not change.  So the 
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(c) Negative Moment 
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(c) Negative Moment 
Figure 3.20   Depth Effect on Forces in Joint 
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the web is relatively weaker to produce less shears.  However, the girder depth had more 
influence on the moment than on the shear. 
3.5.6  Effect of Girder Spacing 
The optimized decked bulb tee girder family had three different girder spacing: 4 ft, 6 ft 
and 8 ft.  The effect of girder spacing on the maximum forces in the joint was studied 
(Fig. 3.21) between the 4 ft girder spacing’ model (bridge model C) and the 8 ft girder 
spacing’ model (bridge model A).   
From Fig. 3.21, it can be seen that the girder spacing had significant influence on the 
forces in the joints.  Decreasing the girder spacing reduced both the moment and shear. 
For the bridges with the same width, decreasing the girder spacing means adding more 
girders to resist the loading.  The bridge with more girder members produced less force, 
but it might cost more. 
3.5.7  Effect of Bridge Skewness 
The effect of bridge skewness on the maximum forces in the joints was studied between 
bridge models D, G, F and E (Fig. 3.22).  They had the same girder cross sectional 
geometry while the girder skewness was 0 degrees, 15 degrees, 30 degrees and 45 
degrees, respectively.   
It can be seen that the bridge skewness had an influence on the maximum moment in the 
joints, while it had no influence on the shear.  For bridge models with different 
skewness, the maximum shear forces were almost the same in each joint.  However, the 
effect of skewness on the maximum moment depended on the loading positions related to 
the joint of interest.  To maximize the positive moment in joint 1 and joint 2, the single 






















































































































(c) Negative Moment 
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(c) Negative Moment 
Figure 3.22   Skewness Effect on Forces in Joint 
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skewness.  To maximize the negative moment (absolute value) in joint 1 and joint 2, the 
multilane loadings were applied.  The multilane loading positioned on the same side of 
joint 1 made the negative moment (absolute value) increase with increasing of the 
skewness.  However, the multilane loading located on each side of joint 2 made the 
negative moment (absolute value) decrease with increasing of the skewness. 
3.5.8  Single Lane Loading vs. Multilane Loading 
Fig. 3.23 compared the effect of number of loaded lanes on the maximum forces in the 
joints between bridge models.  The left column of each model represented single lane 
loading, and the right column of each model represented multilane loading.  Note that 
the data include a multiple presence factors of 1.20 and 1.00 for single lane loading and 
multilane (two lane) loading, respectively, based on Article 3.6.1.1.2 in AASHTO LRFD.   
From Fig. 3.23, it can be concluded that a different number of loaded lanes produced 
different maximum forces in the joint.  Both moment and shear under single lane 
loading were larger than the forces under multilane loading in the two joints.  So the 
single lane loading dominates the loading. 
Table 3.10 to Table 3.14 summarize the maximum forces in the joint in the seven bridge 
models under different loading locations.  Through Table 3.10 to Table 3.13, the 
maximum positive moment (M) with corresponding shear (CS) and the maximum shear 
(S) with corresponding moment (CM) were included. 
In summary, the maximum positive moment, negative moment and shear in the 
longitudinal joint under live load HL-93 were 7.922kips-ft/ft, -2.152kips-ft/ft and 
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(c) Joint 2-Moment                          (d) Joint 2-Shear 










Table 3.10   Maximum Forces in Joint 1 under Single Lane Loading 
 
Maximum Moment Maximum Shear Bridge 
Models M (kips-ft/ft) CS (kips/ft) CM (kips-ft/ft) S (kips/ft) 
A 5.498 0.114 3.716 6.024 
B 5.034 0.094 3.373 5.646 
C 2.242 0.029 1.672 4.745 
D 6.304 0.227 4.492 5.768 
E 6.713 0.137 5.027 5.703 
F 6.512 0.178 4.693 5.718 





Table 3.11   Maximum Forces in Joint 2 under Single Lane Loading 
 
Maximum Moment Maximum Shear Bridge 
Models M (kips-ft/ft) CS (kips/ft) CM (kips-ft/ft) S (kips/ft) 
A 6.286 0.112 4.206 5.856 
B 5.225 0.048 3.442 5.899 
C 3.386 0.299 2.432 4.738 
D 7.393 0.347 5.294 5.946 
E 7.922 0.421 5.464 6.091 
F 7.528 0.364 5.370 6.054 





Table 3.12   Maximum Forces in Joint 1 under Multilane Loading 
 
Maximum Moment Maximum Shear Bridge 
Models M (kips-ft/ft) CS (kips/ft) CM (kips-ft/ft) S (kips/ft) 
A 4.376 0.230 2.964 5.070 
B 3.933 0.039 2.619 4.672 
C 1.715 0.019 1.254 3.956 
D 5.056 0.385 3.524 4.956 
E 5.785 0.285 4.355 4.911 
F 5.369 0.322 3.798 4.926 





Table 3.13   Maximum Forces in Joint 2 under Multilane Loading 
 
Maximum Moment Maximum Shear Bridge 
Models M (kips-ft/ft) CS (kips/ft) CM (kips-ft/ft) S (kips/ft) 
A 4.472 0.095 2.830 4.723 
B 3.936 0.056 2.525 4.888 
C 2.287 0.230 2.195 3.699 
D 5.219 0.517 3.492 5.128 
E 6.475 0.573 4.074 5.270 
F 5.703 0.510 3.760 5.221 













A -0.371 -0.978 
B -0.389 -1.034 
C -0.078 -0.215 
D -0.785 -2.152 
E -1.400 -1.560 
F -0.939 -1.940 











AASHTO, the maximum positive live load moment in the bridge deck supported by 8ft 
space girders was 5.69kips-ft/ft.  This table is used in determining the design moments 
for the bridge deck.  Specified assumptions and limitations were used in developing this 
table and should be considered when using for design.  
3.5.9  Impact of Cracking 
Based on the results of the analyses discussed above using uncracked sections for the 
longitudinal joints, it is anticipated that the joints would be cracked under service loading. 
Therefore, the forces in the joint would be expected to be reduced compared with the 
forces calculated with uncracked sections.  The difference of structural behavior before 
and after cracking is due to the change in the joint stiffness.  
In the FE models where the largest maximum forces in the joint were found, the impact 
of cracking of the joint was studied by changing the modulus of elasticity (E) while 
keeping the moment of inertia (I) the same.  Fig. 3.24-(a) and Fig. 3.24-(b) show the 
impact of cracking on the maximum moment (positive moment and negative moment) 
and maximum shear respectively.   
From Fig. 3.24, it can be seen that cracking has an influence on the maximum forces in 
the joints.  With the reduction of EI, the forces decrease at a different rate.  The 
reduction of the forces becomes faster and faster when the EI reduction increased.  The 
EI reduction has more influence on moment than on shear.  When the EI reduction 
reached up to 95%, the residual moment and residual shear are 35.4% and 75.7% of the 
values calculated by uncracked section properties, respectively.   
Based on beam theory, EI is the slope of the Moment-Curvature curve.  In Chapter 2, 


























































tested, and the 6 in. lap length headed bar detail was selected for future study.  From the 
Moment-Curvature curves of the 6 in. lap length headed bar specimen (H-6-6) and 
continuous reinforcement specimen (control), the EI reductions after cracking were 88% 
and 92%, respectively.  According to the theoretical calculation, the EI reduction after 
cracking was 89%.   
Considering the force reduction due to the joint cracking, the maximum positive moment, 
negative moment and shear in the longitudinal joint under live load HL-93 was 4.001 
kips-ft/ft, -1.137 kips-ft/ft and 5.056 kips/ft respectively.   
3.5.10  Fatigue Loading 
The Articles in AASHTO referenced to the fatigue loading are listed below: 
3.4.1 FATIGUE-Fatigue and fracture load combination relating to repetitive gravitational 
vehicular live load and dynamic responses under a single design truck having the axle 
spacing are specified in Article 3.6.1.4.1 
3.4.1 A load factor of 0.75 (Table 3.4.1-1) shall be applied to fatigue load combination 
3.6.1.2.1 Vehicular live loading on the roadways of bridges or incidental structures, 
designated HL-93, shall consist of a combination of the design truck or design tandem, 
and design lane load. 
3.6.2.1 The static effects of the design truck or tandem shall be increased by 15% (fatigue 
and fracture limit state) for dynamic load allowance (Table 3.6.2.1-1). The dynamic load 
allowance shall not be applied to pedestrian loads or to the design lane load. 
The fatigue loading was determined by the following equation according to the above 
Articles: 
0.75[Lane Load + 1.15 ( Fatigue Truck Load )] 
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In summary, the maximum positive moment, negative moment and shear in the 
longitudinal joint under fatigue live load HL-93 were 2.143 kips-ft/ft, -0.453 kips-ft/ft 
and 2.326 kips/ft respectively.  
3.6  Conclusions 
A total of seven bridge models with different girder geometry were developed and loaded 
by HL-93 loading in the parametric study.  The purpose of the study was to provide a 
database for the maximum forces in the longitudinal joints for determination of loadings 
on the static and fatigue slab tests.  The following parameters were considered: different 
loading locations, effect of bridge width, design truck and lane loading vs. design tandem 
and lane loading, girder geometry (depth, spacing and span), bridge skewness, single lane 
loading vs. multilane loading, and impact of cracking of the joints.  Based on the 
parametric study discussed above, the following findings are summarized below: 
1. The maximum forces in the joint were not sensitive to the length of the lane load. 
Typically, the lane load fully applied along the bridge length direction produced a larger 
moment, while the lane load stopped at the rear wheel of truck load produced a larger 
shear.   
2. In the longitudinal direction, the influence of the location of the vehicle load (truck or 
tandem) on the maximum forces in the joint was not significant.  The truck with heavy 
wheels (middle wheel or rear wheel) or the tandem locating around midspan of the bridge 
produced a larger moment and shear.  
3. The truck plus lane load produced larger forces than the tandem plus lane load, and it 




4. Increasing the bridge width decreases the maximum forces in the joints because adding 
more girders increases the number of structural members to resistant the loadings. 
5. The maximum forces in the joints were not sensitive to the span of the bridge. 
However, they were influenced significantly by the spacing and the depth of the girder. A 
girder with a larger spacing and a shallower depth produced a larger moment and shear. 
6. The shear was not sensitive to the skewness of the bridge.  Increasing the skewness 
led an increase in the maximum positive moment, however, the maximum negative 
moment would decrease. 
7. Single lane loading produced larger forces than multilane loading, and it dominated the 
loading level.  
8. The maximum forces in the joints decreased after joint cracking.  However, the 
impact of cracking had more effect on moment than on shear.  
9. Before cracking, the maximum positive moment is 7.922 kips-ft/ft; the maximum 
negative moment is -2.152 kips-ft/ft; the maximum shear is 6.091 kips/ft.  After 
cracking, the maximum positive moment is 4.001 kips-ft/ft; the maximum negative 
moment is -1.137 kips-ft/ft; the maximum shear is 5.056 kips/ft.  The maximum forces 
before and after cracking will be used to determine the static loading demand for slab 
specimens in Chapter 4.   
10. The maximum positive moment, negative moment and shear in the longitudinal joint 
under fatigue live load HL-93 was 2.143 kips-ft/ft, -0.45 3kips-ft/ft and 2.326 kips/ft 
respectively.  These forces are used to determine the fatigue loading demand for slab 
specimens in Chapter 4.   
A separate analytical parametric study was carried out using SAP2000 to determine the 
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shear force transferred across the joint due to the leveling of differential camber during 
construction.  Based on that study, a shear force of 0.5 kips/ft was determined as a 

























CHAPTER 4  
IMPROVED LONGITUDINAL JOINT DETAILS IN DECKED BULB 















This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper with the same title under accepted for 
the Journal of Bridge Engineering, ASCE by Lungui Li; Zhongguo (John) Ma; Ralph G. 




This companion paper focuses on an investigation of improved continuous longitudinal 
joint details for decked precast prestressed concrete girder bridge systems.  Precast 
concrete girders with an integral deck, which are cast and prestressed with the girder, 
provide benefits of rapid construction along with improved structural performance and 
durability.  Despite these advantages, use of this type of construction has been limited to 
isolated regions of the United States.  One of the issues limiting more widespread use is 
the perceived problem with durability of longitudinal joints used to connect adjacent 
girders.  Four full-scale slabs connected by a headed reinforcement detail utilizing a 6 in. 
lap length were fabricated and tested. Test results were evaluated based on flexural 
capacity, curvature behavior, cracking, deflection and steel strain.  Based on these test 
results, the improved longitudinal joint detail is a viable connection system that transfers 
the forces between the adjacent decked bulb tee (DBT) girders. 
Keywords:  Fatigue, Headed reinforcement, Longitudinal joint, Decked bulb tee (DBT), 











4.1  Introduction 
Chapter 2 presents the results of a study that assesses potential alternate joint details for 
decked bulb tee (DBT) bridges based on constructability, followed by testing of selected 
details.  Seven reinforced concrete beam specimens connected with either lapped headed 
reinforcement or lapped welded wire reinforcement (WWR) were tested along with 
another specimen reinforced by continuous bars for comparison.  Based on that study, a 
headed bar detail with a 6 in. lap length was recommended for additional testing to 
further investigate replacing the current welded steel connector detail.  This chapter 
describes the test program and presents results of this additional testing. 
In this study, four full-scale slabs connected by a headed reinforcement detail utilizing a 6 
in. lap length were fabricated and tested.  The analytical parametric study discussed in 
Chapter 3 provided the database of maximum forces in the longitudinal joint.  These 
maximum forces are used to determine the loading demand necessary in the slab testing 
due to the service live load.  Static and fatigue tests under four-point pure-flexural 
loading, as well as three-point flexural-shear loading, were conducted.  Test results were 
evaluated based on flexural capacity, curvature behavior, cracking, deflection and steel 
strain.  Based on these test results, the improved longitudinal joint detail is a viable 
connection system to transfer the forces between the adjacent DBT girders.  
4.2  Experimental Program 
4.2.1  Slab Dimension 
A total of four slabs with the same dimensions were fabricated for the static and fatigue 
























































Each panel is 72 in. wide, 64 in. long, and 6 in. deep.  The female-to-female shear key 
was provided at the vertical edge of both ends in the specimen length direction.  This 
allowed each slab to be used for two tests. 
4.2.2  Reinforcement Layout and Strain Gage Instrumentation 
Fig. 4.2 displays the reinforcement layout used in the slab specimen.  There are five 
layers of reinforcement in each panel along the specimen depth direction with a 2 in. 
cover at the top and 1 in. cover at the bottom.  The top two layers and bottom two layers 
of reinforcement simulate the deck reinforcement in the top flange of DBT girders.  The 
specification of this reinforcement is as follows:  
#5 bar spaced at 6 in. at the top in the slab length direction;  
#4 bar spaced at 6 in. at the bottom in the slab length direction;  
#5 distribution reinforcement spaced at 8 in. at the top in the slab width direction;  
#4 distribution reinforcement spaced at 8 in. at the bottom in the slab width direction. 
The middle layer of the reinforcement consists of epoxy coated headed bars which 
project out of the panel to splice with the headed bars in the adjacent panel in the 
longitudinal joint.  All the epoxy coated reinforcement has a yielding stress of 60 ksi.  
The spacing of the headed bar is 6 in. and the splice length (inside head to inside head) is 
also 6 in.  One longitudinal headed bar was placed along the center line of the joint both 
above and below the spliced headed reinforcement.  The headed reinforcement is a #5 
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See "Strain Gage Layout" 
 
Figure 4.2    Reinforcement Layout in Slab 
 
The headed reinforcement around the joint zone was instrumented with strain gages to 
gain a better understanding of the behavior of the slab connected by the longitudinal joint.  
Fig. 4.3 depicts the strain gage layout in the slab for the four-point pure-flexure test (Fig. 
4.3-a) and the three-point flexure-shear test (Fig. 4.3-b).   
There are seven headed bars with installed strain gages.  These seven headed bars are 
numbered from the edge of the slab (number 1) to the middle (number 7) along the slab 
width direction.  Three strain gages are installed on each of the headed bars, which are 
labeled beginning at the head.  For example, strain gage “3-2” means the strain gage #2 
on the headed bar #3.  Strain gages #1 and #2 on each headed bar intend to measure the 
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(b) Three-Point Flexure-Shear Test 
Figure 4.3    Strain Gage Layout 
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respectively.  Strain gages #3 intends to measure the strain close to the loading zone.  
They are positioned 21 in. away in the four-point pure-bending slab and 11 in. away in 
the three-point flexure-shear slab.  Three strain gages are also placed at the end, quarter, 
and middle of the longitudinal headed bar, which are labeled as L-1, L-2 and L-3 
respectively. 
4.2.3  Panel Fabrication 
The concrete panels were fabricated locally at Ross Prestressed Concrete Inc. in 
Knoxville, TN.  Fig. 4.4-a shows the panel reinforcement before placement of the 
concrete.  The two ends of the wood form, in the length direction, were slotted at a 
spacing of 6 in. to fix the headed reinforcement in place.  Foam wedges were used to 
form the configuration of the shear key at the vertical edge of the panel.  The design 
concrete compressive strength at 28 days was 4000 psi.  A total of 18 concrete cylinders 
were made with the pouring of panels (Fig. 4.4-b). 
4.2.4  Joint Surface Preparation 
The surfaces of the shear key were sandblasted to prepare the joint for the closure pour.  
The purpose of the surface preparation is to remove all contaminants that can interfere 
with adhesion and to develop a surface roughness to promote a mechanical bond between 
the grout and base concrete.  After the removal of the deteriorated concrete, proper 
preparation should provide a dry, clean and sound surface offering a sufficient profile to 
achieve adequate adhesion.   
There are many methods of surface preparation such as chemical cleaning, mechanical 
cleaning and blasting cleaning.   Sandblasting uses compressed air to eject the high 




          (a): Before Pouring                    (b): After Pouring 
Figure 4.4    Panel Fabrication 
 
 
effective to process the surface of precast members under industrial conditions.  Black 
Beauty 2050 sand was chosen for sandblasting to prepare the surface in this study.  The 
profiles of the surface before and after sandblasting are shown in Fig. 4.5.   
4.2.5  Closure-Pour Materials 
The longitudinal joint, which is filled with closure-pour materials connecting the top 
flange of the adjacent DBT girders, is considered to be the structural element of the 
bridge deck.  It is important for the selected closure-pour material to reach its design 
compressive strength in a relatively short time for the purpose of accelerated bridge 
construction.  In this study, it was decided to use two grout materials, SET 45 HW (SET) 
and EUCO-SPEED MP (EUCO), for trial testing (Zhu and Ma 2008).  Both of these 
materials are magnesium phosphate-based materials.   
The directions for use and technical data for these two materials were provided.  
However, all the technical information is based on the grout without aggregate extension.  




(a): Before Sandblasting                (b): After Sandblasting 
Figure 4.5    Profile of Joint Surface 
 
 
60% extension were compared according to ASTM C 109/C 109M – 05 and ASTM C 
39/C 39M-05, respectively (Fig. 4.6).  The uniform-sized sound 0.25 in. – 0.5 in. round 
pea gravel, which was thoroughly washed and dried, was used to extend the grouts.  The 
pea gravel was tested with 10% HCL to confirm that it was not calcareous. 
The compressive strengths of the grout SET and EUCO were tested and presented in 
Table 4.1.  It can be seen that both the grout SET and EUCO without extension or with 
60% extension reached at least 5570 psi compressive strength within one day.  There 
were no significant differences in terms of setting time between grout without extension 
and grout with extension.  For grout SET, the initial setting time and final setting time 
were 15-20 minutes and 45-60 minutes, respectively.  For grout EUCO, the initial 
setting time and final setting time were 6-10 minutes and 15-20 minutes, respectively.  
Since the setting time of grout EUCO is short for the field application, the grout SET was 




(a): Without Extension                (b): With 60% Extension 
Figure 4.6    Grout Specimen 
 
 
Table 4.1    Compressive Strength of Grouts (psi) 
 
Without Extension With 60% Extension 
SET EUCO SET EUCO Age 
Test Anticipate Test Anticipate Test Test 
3 hour 2319 3000     
1 day 6335 6000 5629 6000 5669 8527 
3 day 7350 7000 6262 6500 5963 8626 











4.2.6  Testing Plan and Setup 
A totally of four slab specimens were made.  Each slab specimen consists of two 
concrete panels connected with an overlapping headed reinforcement and the SET 45 
HW extended grout.  During the test setup, each panel was placed on the steel I-beam, 
which was leveled to ensure that the two panels were on the same plane.  At the joint 
zone, the two panels were positioned to satisfy the overlapped length and the spacing of 
the headed reinforcement (Fig. 4.7-a).  The wood form was provided at the bottom and 
at both ends of the joint to prevent leakage when grouting.  After grouting, the slab 
specimen consisting of 2 panels connected by the joint was ready for testing (Fig. 4.7-b).  
Since each panel had headed bars and shear keys along two edges, each set of two panels 
was used to fabricate two test specimens.  After completion of testing the first joint, the 
panels were separated, and then another joint was reassembled by the other two edges to 
create the second test specimen.  
 
 
(a): Before Grouting                  (b): After Grouting 




Four slab specimens were tested under different parameters:  
1) flexure static (F-S) test;  
2) flexure-shear static (FS-S) test;  
3) flexure fatigue (F-F) test; 
4) flexure-shear fatigue (FS-F) test.   
Fig. 4.8 shows the testing setup and the linear voltage displacement transducers (LVDT) 
instrumentation for each test.  All slab specimens were simply supported with a 72 in. 
span and the joint zone located in the center of the span.  The neoprene pad, with two 
layers of plastic sheets placed between the wood support and slab bottom, was used at 
one end; only the neoprene pad was used at the other end.  The 10 in. by 20 in. neoprene 
pad and steel plate were used to simulate the truck tire contact area and the pressure 
loading.  LVDTs were employed to measure the specimen deflection, settlement and 
curvature.  Four LVDTs (Nos. “4”, “5”, “6” and “7” in Fig. 4.8) were placed in the joint 
zone of the slab.  LVDTs “4”, “6” and “7” were placed along the centerline of the joint 
while LVDT “5” was placed at the panel edge off the interface of the joint.   
In this way, the relative deflection between the two sides of the joint interface can be 
measured.  LVDTs “1”, “2”, “3” and LVDTs “8”, “9”, “10” measured the settlements, if 
any, of two supports.  Two LVDTs were used to measure the average curvature of the 
joint zone.  The DEMEC points and the DEMEC mechanical strain gage were used to 
measure the width of crack opening at the joint interface.  
The F-S specimen was loaded with two equal loads spaced at 12 in. about the center of 
the span using Material Test System (MTS) rams until the specimen failed.  The joint 
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(c) Flexure Fatigue (F-F) Test
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was loaded with one load located at 12 in. about the center of the span until the specimen 
failed.  The joint zone experienced the combination of moment and shear.  The F-F 
specimen was loaded with two equal loads spaced at 12 in. about the center of the span.  
Fig. 4.9 shows the apparatus to apply the fatigue forces to the joint zone of the specimen.   
One side of the swivel rod end was screwed to the actuator tightly while the other side 
was bolted to the spread tube at midspan by 4 steel rods.  The spread tube was welded to 
two steel hinges, which were located 12 in. away from the middle of the spread tube.  
The other end of each steel hinge was welded to the 10 in. by 20 in. steel plate.  The use 
of steel hinges between the spread tube and the steel plates was to eliminate the extra 
moment applied on the slab specimen produced by the bending of the spread tube.  The 
steel plate and neoprene pad at the bottom of the slab were bolted to the corresponding 
top steel plate and neoprene pad through the slab by 4 steel rods, which apply the fatigue 
forces on the slab.  The boundary condition was provided by the steel girder below the 
slab and by the steel girder above the slab.  The two steel girders at each support-end 
(one below the slab and another one above the slab) were connected by bolts, and the 
steel girder below the slab was fixed to the strong floor (Fig. 4.9).  The FS-F specimen 
was loaded with two loads spaced at 12 in. about the center of the span.  Two loads (P1 
and P2) were applied out-of-phase on each side of the joint during the fatigue test.  For 
example, when “P1” reached the maximum force, “P2” was zero.  The joint zone 
experienced the fatigue shear in reversing directions.   
The compressive strength of concrete panel '
cf  and the compressive strength of grouted 
joint 'cjf  at the time of testing for each specimen are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.9    Apparatus Applying Fatigue Forces 
 
 
Table 4.2    Compressive Strength of Concrete Panel and Grouted Joint 
 
Specimen Panel (psi) Joint (psi) 
F-S 7495 5473 
FS-S 7495 7295 
F-F 5491 7021 








4.2.7  Fatigue Loading Determination 
FE models of the test specimens (Fig. 4.10) were developed to determine the loadings in 
fatigue tests and produce the maximum moment or the maximum shear in the joint zone 
corresponding to the results from previous parametric studies discussed earlier.  For the 
F-F specimen, a static loading was applied in several increments up to 22.7 kips in order 
to produce the maximum positive moment of 7.922 kips-ft per unit length in the joint and 
to crack the joint.  After unloading to zero, a negative static load of -6.2 kips, 
corresponding to a negative moment of -2.152 kips-ft per unit length, was applied and 
unloaded to zero.  During the fatigue test, the applied load was cycled between 6 kips 
corresponding to a positive moment of 2.143 kips-ft per unit length and -1.2 kips 
corresponding to a negative moment of -0.453 kips-ft per unit length for a total of 2 
million cycles at a frequency of 4Hz.  At the end of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 million cycles, 
an interim static loading test was conducted.  During each of these static tests, the static 








moment of 4.001 kips-ft per unit length after cracking.  After unloading to zero, a 
negative static load of -3.3 kips corresponding to a negative moment of -1.137 kips-ft per 
unit length after cracking was applied and unloaded to zero.  Finally, the slab specimen 
was loaded to failure. 
Fig. 4.11 shows the first few cycles of the fatigue loading history for the FS-F specimen.  
The y axis labeling “Load/Joint Length” represents the distribution loading along the 
joint, which the applied load divided by the length of the joint.  As discussed earlier, 
fatigue loads “P1” and “P2” were applied by the two MTS rams having the same 
frequency but out-of-phase.  The slab was under the fatigue loading with the magnitude 
of “P1+P2” as shown in Fig. 4.11.  The “Average” value of “P1+P2” was 0.68 kips/ft 
indicating that the camber leveling force of 0.5 kips/ft was applied at the middle of the 
joint zone all the time.  Similar to the F-F specimen, an interim static loading test 
(applying “P1” and “P2” separately) was conducted at the end of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 














































4.2.8  Moment Capacity and Curvature 
Fig. 4.12 shows the curvature-fatigue cycle curves (C-N) for the fatigue tests.  The 
curvature represents the average curvature of the joint zone after a different number of 
fatigue cycles under a specific loading.  For example, the curve labeled with “M=0.5 
k-ft/ft” in Fig. 4.12-(a) represents the change of the curvature of the joint zone with 
numbers of fatigue cycles, which was measured at the loading level corresponding to a 
moment of 0.5 kips-ft/ft of the joint for the F-F specimen during each of the interim static 
load tests.   
As shown in Fig. 4.12, the curvature increased with the increasing of the joint moment 
for all specimens.  Comparing among different joint moment levels, the impact of 
fatigue on the curvature is about the same for all specimens.  It appears that fatigue 
loading has no effect on the curvature for the F-F specimen while it increases the 
curvature for the FS-F specimen.  For the FS-F specimen under “P1”, the first set of 
one-million cycles increases the curvature more than the second set of one-million cycles.  
For the FS-F specimen under “P2”, however, the first set of 1.5-million cycles have more 
impact.  Damage accumulations due to fatigue loading cycles cease after that point.  In 
general, there is no significant influence of fatigue cycles on the curvature after the first 
one-million to 1.5-million cycles. 
Fig. 4.13 compares the moment-curvature curves between the specimens (F-F and FS-F) 
subjected to fatigue loading after 2,000,000 cycles with the specimens (F-S and FS-S) 
subjected to static loading without fatigue cycles.  The y axis labeling “Moment/Joint 
Length” represents the distribution moment along the joint, which is the applied moment 
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(c) FS-F Specimen under P2 










































































(b) Flexure-Shear Tests 








loaded with un-cracked section while the F-F specimen and FS-F specimen were loaded 
with cracked section after 2,000,000 fatigue cycles.  As a result, the slope of the curve 
(stiffness of the slab) for F-S and FS-S is steeper (larger) than the F-F and FS-F at the 
beginning of the load.  After the applied moment exceeds the cracking moment level, 
the slopes of the two curves are about the same, indicating that the fatigue cycles had no 
significant effect on the curvature development, as discussed earlier.   
As shown in Fig. 4.13-(a), when the joint moment reaches about 10.4 kips-ft per unit 
length, the reinforcement in both specimens (F-F and F-S) is yielded, indicating that 
fatigue cycles have no significant influence on the yielding load.  After yielding of the 
reinforcement, the F-S specimen shows a larger curvature development than the F-F 
specimen.  The maximum curvature of the F-F specimen is about 50% of the maximum 
curvature of the F-S specimen.  At service loading, the two specimens have essentially 
the same curvature.  Unfortunately, this kind of comparison cannot be made for 
flexure-shear tests in Fig. 4.13-(b) because the LVDTs measuring curvature in the FS-S 
specimen were removed before specimen failure; therefore, the maximum curvature 
cannot be reported.  As shown in Fig. 4.13-(b), for the range of loading for which 
curvature was measured, there is no obvious flat part of the two curves.   
Until failure, the maximum loads in FS-S and FS-F was 11.2 kips-ft per unit length and 
11.6 kips-ft per unit length respectively.  The fatigue cycles have no influence on the 
curvature development before yielding of the reinforcement and the yielding load. 
4.2.9  Load Deflection Relationships 
Fig. 4.14 compares the load-deflection curves between the fatigue slab after 2,000,000 
































































(b) Flexure-Shear Tests 















(labeled “Theoretical Analysis” in Fig. 4.14) was utilized to predict a load-deflection 
curve consisting of three parts: before cracking, after cracking until yielding of the 
reinforcement, and the stage of plastic hinge development at midspan after reinforcement 
yielding.  The deformation capacity of the theoretical analysis was based on crack 
section property for conservative purpose.  Similar to Fig. 4.13, the slope of the curve 
for F-S and FS-S is steeper than the slope of the curve for F-F and FS-F from the initial 
loading until cracking load is reached.  After cracking, the development of the 
deflection between static slab and the fatigue slab is the same, and the slopes of the two 
curves are about the same.  This indicates that the fatigue cycles have no significant 
effect on the deflection in the stage.  After yielding of the reinforcement, the plastic 
hinge is developed fully at the joint zone of the F-S specimen with large deformation 
until failure, while the F-F specimen failed without significant development of the plastic 
hinge.  The F-S specimen has 113% load capacity and 112% deformation capacity of the 
theoretical calculations while the F-F specimen has 101% and 82%, respectively.   
Under the flexure loading (F-S and F-F), the fatigue cycles have impact on the slab 
ductility and the development of the plastic hinge after the yielding of the reinforcement.  
The fatigue cycles prevent the development of the plastic hinge after the yielding of the 
reinforcement and reduce the ductility significantly.  Under service load, the 
reinforcement in the joint is not yielded.  The deflections of the F-S specimen and the 
F-F specimen are 0.087 in. and 0.142 in. respectively.  The deflection difference 
between the F-S and F-F specimen is caused by the un-cracked section property and 
cracked section property for each slab at the initial loading. 
Under the flexure-shear loading (Fig. 4.14) both FS-S and FS-F reached the maximum 
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load near the load capacity of the theoretical analysis.  However, the deformation 
capacity in FS-S and FS-F were 77% and 70% of the theoretical value due to the shear 
failure without plastic hinge development.  
Fig. 4.15 shows the relative displacement (RD) between the two sides of the joint 
interface versus fatigue-cycle (N) curves for FS-F under specific loading levels during 
interim static load tests.  For the F-F specimen, the relative displacement of the joint 
interface is zero under service live load.  Fig. 4.15-(a) and Fig 4.15-(b) are the curves for 
the FS-F specimen under “P1” and “P2”, respectively.   
From Fig. 4.15, it can be seen that the relative displacement of the joint interface is 
dependent upon the applied load.  The relative displacement increases with the 
increasing of the applied load.  However, under the same loading level, the curve is very 
flat.  The relative displacement after different fatigue cycles is the same under the same 
load, so there is no influence of fatigue cycles on the relative displacement under service 
live load. 
4.2.10  Load Crack Width Relationship 
During the tests, the cracks at the interface between the grouted joint and the concrete 
panel were observed and crack widths were measured.  The two cracks marked as “14” 
and “12” shown in Fig. 4.16 are labeled as either “Crack 1” with larger crack width or 
“Crack 2” with smaller crack width.   
Fig. 4.17 shows the load-crack width relationship for the F-S specimen (Fig. 4.17-a) and 
the FS-S specimen (Fig. 4.17-b).  The crack width was measured by DEMEC 
mechanical strain gages.  From Fig. 4.17-(a), it can be seen that the width of the two 
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(b) FS-F Specimen under P2 





















































































(b) FS-S Specimen 
Figure 4.17   Load-Crack Width Curve 
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“Crack 1” grows faster than the width of “Crack 2” due to the reinforcement yielding that 
is developed at the joint interface of the “Crack 1” location.  In Fig. 4.17-(b), the two 
cracks are widened at the same rate with the increasing of the loading.   
When the load reaches about 7.4 kips per unit length (Fig. 4.17-b), the width of “Crack 2” 
decreases suddenly by 23% due to the flexural-shear crack that developed across the joint 
zone, as shown in Fig. 4.18.  After the formation of the flexural-shear crack, the two 
cracks continue to develop with the same rate until the specimen fails. 
Fig. 4.19 shows the crack width-fatigue cycle curve (CW-N) for the fatigue tests 
representing the maximum crack width at the joint interface after a various number of 
fatigue cycles under specified loadings.   
From Fig. 4.19, it can be seen that the width of the crack at the joint interface is 
dependent upon the applied load.  The crack width increases with the increasing of the 
loading, however, the curve is very flat under the same loading.  So the influence of 
fatigue cycles on the crack width of the joint interface is negligible under service live 
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(b) FS-F Specimen 
 









4.2.11  Moment-Strain Curve 
Fig. 4.20 shows the strain-fatigue cycle curves (S-N) for the fatigue tests representing the 
reinforcement strain in the joint after a various number of fatigue cycles under service 
live load.  The strain gage number and the loading are shown in the figure.   For 
example, “2-1” represents the strain gage #1 at the headed bar #2 and “M = 3 k-ft/ft” 
means the joint of the slab is subjected to a joint moment of 3 kips-ft per unit length.   
From the Fig. 4.20, it can be seen that all the curves are again flat and the variation of the 
reinforcement strain after different fatigue cycles is not significant.  All reinforcement 
under the loading zone and the longitudinal headed bar experience a very low strain 
compared with the reinforcement in the joint.  Fig. 4.21 shows the moment-strain curves 
representing the strain values in the joint zone for each slab, which show the similar 
trends as discussed earlier.   
4.2.12  Failure of Specimen 
As shown in Fig. 4.22-(a), the failure mode of the F-S specimen is a typical flexure 
failure.  After the headed reinforcement yields, both the concrete in the panel and the 
grout in the joint crushes.  The grout under the reinforcement spalls off along the joint 
due to the bending of the spliced headed bars.  The slab specimen experiences a ductile 
failure and spliced headed bars hold the crushed concrete to prevent the separation of the 
panels. 
The failure mode of the FS-S specimen is a typical flexural-shear failure.  Fig. 4.22-(b) 
shows that the shear crack crosses the joint zone when the slab fails.  It can be seen that 
the shear crack is widened from the lower part of the joint interface.  Then, it crosses the 
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(b) FS-F Specimen 










































































(b) Flexure-Shear Tests 














(a) F-S Specimen                     (b) FS-S Specimen 
  
(c) F-F Specimen                      (d) FS-F Specimen 















The failure mode of the F-F specimen is a flexure failure.  However, by comparing with 
the F-S specimen, there is little development of a plastic hinge at the interface of the joint 
(Fig. 4.22-c).  This confirms that the fatigue cycles inhibits the development of the 
plastic hinge at the joint zone.  The grout in the joint zone is crushed at top.  There is a 
large crack along the interface of the joint at the bottom of the slab.  The grout under the 
reinforcement does not spall off along the joint.  
The failure mode of the FS-F specimen is a shear failure.  Fig. 4.22-(d) shows the shear 
cracks in the joint zone when the slab fails.  It can be seen that the shear crack is 
developed from the lower part of the joint interface, then crosses the concrete panel and 
reaches to the top concrete.  It can be seen that there is no spalling along the joint.   
4.3  Conclusions 
Based on the parametric study and the experimental program, the following conclusions 
are made: 
1. The fatigue loading has little influence on the structure behavior including average 
curvature of the joint, deflection at midspan, relative displacement of the joint interface 
as well as reinforcement strain under service live load. 
2. The fatigue loading has no effect on the loading capacity of the structure. The slab, 
after 2,000,000 fatigue cycles, has the same loading capacity as the slab under static load 
test. 
3. The fatigue loading inhibits the development of the plastic hinge under pure-bending 
load.  The fatigue cycles reduce the ductility capacity significantly. 
4. Based on these tests, the improved longitudinal joint detail is a viable connection 
system to transfer the forces between the adjacent decked bulb tee (DBT) girders. 
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CHAPTER 5  
EFFECT OF INTERMEDIATE DIAPHRAGMS ON DECKED 



















This chapter is a slightly revised version of a paper with the same title under review for 




One of the promising systems for accelerated bridge construction is the use of the decked 
precast prestressed concrete girders or decked bulb-tee (DBT) girders for the bridge 
superstructure.  Using the calibrated 3D FE models through field tests, a parametric 
study was conducted to determine the effect of intermediate diaphragms on the 
deflections and flexural strains of girders at the midspan as well as the live load forces in 
the longitudinal joint.  The following diaphragm details were considered: different 
diaphragm types (steel and concrete), different diaphragm numbers between two adjacent 
girders, and different cross sectional areas for steel diaphragms.  Five bridge models 
with different diaphragm details were developed, and the short span length effect on the 
bridge behavior was also studied.  It was found that intermediate diaphragms had 
influence on the bridge behavior and could help reduce the bending moment about the 
traffic direction in the longitudinal joint, girder deflection, and girder strain at the 
midspan of the bridge.  The influence was dependent on the loading positions in the 
bridge transverse direction.  As long as one intermediate diaphragm was provided 
between two adjacent girders at midspan, changing the diaphragm details did not affect 
the girder deflection, the girder strain, and the live load forces in the longitudinal joint 
significantly.  The effect of diaphragms on the midspan deflection was more prominent 
in the short span bridge; however, the reduction of the maximum bending moment by the 
diaphragms was more significant in the long span bridge than in the short span bridge.  
Specific design recommendations are provided. 
Keywords: Intermediate diaphragm, Decked bulb-tee bridge system, Accelerated 
construction, Field test, Three-dimensional finite element model. 
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5.1  Introduction 
The speed of construction has become a more critical issue than ever before when 
considering the disruption of the traffic, motorists’ safety, and the toll of injured 
construction workers.  One of the promising systems for accelerated bridge construction 
is the use of the decked precast prestressed concrete girders or decked bulb-tee (DBT) 
girders for the bridge superstructure (Stanton and Mattock 1986).  This type of bridge 
allows the bridge deck to be precast and prestressed with the girder.  The decked girder 
is manufactured in the precast plant under closely monitored conditions, transported to 
the construction site, and erected such that the flanges of adjacent girders abut, then 
connected by longitudinal (parallel to traffic direction) joints as well as intermediate 
diaphragms.  Load transfer in the transverse direction of the bridge is provided by these 
longitudinal joints and intermediate diaphragms.  Fig. 5.1 shows a bridge consisting of 
five DBT girders connected by four longitudinal joints with a total of 20 intermediate 
steel diaphragms (five intermediate steel diaphragms between two adjacent girders).  Fig. 
5.2 shows a DBT bridge being erected.   
The DBT bridge system eliminates the time necessary to form, place and cure a concrete 
deck at the bridge site, so an accelerated construction time frame can be achieved.  In 
addition, other benefits are obtained: the high quality plant-produced structure members 
under controlled conditions, an entire prestressed cross section of the girder with deck 
that enhances section properties and durability, and construction safety due to ease of 
installation.  Because of the rapid construction feature afforded by this system, it is 
especially advantageous in regions with short construction seasons or harsh climates, or 
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Figure 5.2    A DBT bridge being erected 
 
 
bridge is relatively common in the northwestern states of Oregon, Washington, Idaho and 
Alaska.  
Despite the major benefits, the application of this bridge system has not seen the growth 
it warrants, and the use has been limited to isolated regions of the U.S.  The issues 
hampering the wide spread application include, but are not limit to, live load distribution 
(Millam and Ma 2005), and live load forces in the longitudinal joint as well as the use of 
intermediate diaphragms (Ma et al 2007).  Other concerns include the availability of the 
girder forms, the shipping of these girders over distances, and the durability of the 
longitudinal joint.  A continuous longitudinal joint system with features of rapid 
construction and desirable structural behavior was developed (Li et al 2009).  The end 
diaphragm is an important component of the DBT bridge system.  The use of the end 
diaphragms is inclusive in the DBT bridge application.  This paper focuses on the 
influence of intermediate diaphragms on the behavior of the DBT bridge and the live load 
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forces in the longitudinal joint with concrete end diaphragms. 
The benefits of intermediate diaphragms are controversial issues.  A survey on the use 
of intermediate diaphragms in precast concrete girder bridges was conducted from 64 
design agencies in U.S. states and Canadian provinces (Abendroth et al 1995).  85% of 
responding agencies required the use of intermediate diaphragms.  Approximately, 50% 
of these put diaphragms at the midspan of the bridge, while 30% of agencies required 
diaphragms at one-third points along the span, and 10% of agencies located diaphragms 
at quarter points along the span.  A number of studies had shown that the intermediate 
diaphragm was not necessary and the effects were counterproductive in terms of the 
lateral distribution of live loads (Sithichaikasem and Gamble 1972, Wong and Gamble 
1973, Sengupta and Breen 1973, Cheung et al 1986).  However, many researchers found 
that the presence of the intermediate diaphragm had a positive influence on the bridge 
performance (Green et al 2004, Green et al 2002, Eamon and Nowak 2002).  According 
to these studies, intermediate diaphragms have positive effects on reducing maximum 
girder moment and deflection, with the influence varying with girder geometries and 
thermal change.  By means of a parametric study of three tested prestressed concrete 
girder-slab bridges (Altay et al 2003), it found that the effectiveness of the intermediate 
diaphragm in distributing load transversely can be significant and lead to smaller 
distribution factors and reduced girder stresses.  Also, it was observed that the 
effectiveness of the diaphragms can vary from bridge to bridge, and may be dependent on 
such factors as the number of diaphragms, the overall length of the bridge, and the type of 
diaphragm and its connection to the deck.  Researchers (Bramer and Uyanik 1965) 
reported an experimental study to evaluate the action of steel intermediate diaphragms as 
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load distributing members in steel stringer bridge.  Results indicated that if the stringer 
design was based on maximum moment, diaphragms should be placed at midspan only.  
However, additional diaphragms might be needed as support members during 
construction.  Examination of diaphragm stresses showed that the stiffness of the 
diaphragm rather than its moment carrying capacity is the governing factor in the lateral 
distribution of the load.   
Please note that these previous research efforts were focused on bridge systems with 
cast-in-place concrete decks.  The effects of intermediate diaphragms on DBT girder 
systems are investigated in the current paper.  Besides the longitudinal joint connection 
between the top flanges of the adjacent DBT girders, the webs and bottom flanges are 
connected by diaphragms, such as the steel diaphragm shown in Fig. 5.3.   
In Alaska, steel diaphragms were used with spacing not to exceed 25 ft as was required 
for steel girder bridges designed in accordance with previous AASHTO Standard 
Specifications for Highway Bridges.  Based on a field testing program of DBT bridges 
with intermediate steel diaphragms sponsored by the Alaska Department of 
Transportation and Public Facilities (Ma and Hulsey 2004), it was found that it was not 
necessary to require a steel diaphragm every 15 ft or 20 ft.  However, when comparing 
the moment distribution factors of bridges without any intermediate diaphragm and 
bridges with only one intermediate steel diaphragm at the midspan, the distribution factor 
can be reduced from 0.40 to 0.26 (Ma et al 2007).  One intermediate steel diaphragm 
can also reduce the connector shear forces along the longitudinal joints in DBT bridges.   
During construction, the installation of intermediate steel diaphragms has resulted in 
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labor to align these members.  The cast-in-place concrete diaphragms were provided in 
some of the bridges to eliminate these problems (Fig. 5.4-b).   
However, due to the possibility of the concrete diaphragm cracking, the real stiffness 
contribution of concrete diaphragms to the load distribution for field bridges was 
discussed (Cai et al 2002, Cai et al 2007).  The bridges with different connections 
between diaphragms and girders were analyzed by the finite element method, and a 
parametric study was conducted.  It was found that the different ways in modeling the 
connections make a difference on strain, deflection and load distribution of the bridges.   
Since the research of the intermediate diaphragms’ effect on the DBT bridge system is 
limited, the parametric study by three-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) models were 
developed to study the impact of intermediate diaphragm details on the bridge behavior 
to facilitate the accelerated construction of DBT bridges. 
5.2  Field testing program and calibration of FE models 
A field testing program on eight DBT bridges with intermediate steel diaphragms (Fig. 
5.5) was discussed in detail elsewhere (Ma and Hulsey 2004).   
The purpose of the field testing was intended to provide an accurate method of analysis 
for the calculation of a single lane load distribution factor for the DBT bridge.  The eight 
tested bridges represented different geometry of the DBT bridges in terms of skew angle 
and aspect ratio (length/width).  Two sets of strain gages were placed on each tested 
bridge.  The first gage set for shear strain response was attached in three directions (0, 
45, and 90 degrees).  The gages were located a distance equal to the depth of the girder 
away from the abutment of the bridge, and positioned vertically on the approximate 




Figure 5.5    Field testing program 
response was positioned at the midspan of the bridge and centered on the bottom flange. 
The field testing truck was a loaded Alaska DOT end dump truck.  In the longitudinal 
direction, the vehicle was positioned with its rear axle at a distance equal to the depth of 
the girder away from the abutment for shear response, while the vehicle was located with 
its middle axle at the midspan for flexural response.  In the transverse direction, the 
vehicle was positioned on different girders during the field test.  
The top flanges of adjacent DBT girders were connected by a longitudinal joint 
consisting of welded steel connectors with a grouted shear key as shown in Fig. 5.6.  
The welded steel connector was discontinuous and spaced at 4 ft.  The grout was filled 
into the pocket of the connector and the voids of the shear key.  The joint connection 
had the strength to transfer both shear and limited moment between adjacent members, 
and the width of the joint was small. which facilitated the accelerated construction (Ma et 
al 2007).   
The 3D FE modeling was developed by using ABAQUS 6.4.1 available at the School of 
































(a) Hinge-connector element 
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different types of elements were developed to model the longitudinal joint connection: 
one was a two-node hinge-connector element (Fig. 5.7-a) and the other was an eight-node 
shell element (Fig. 5.7-b).  The hinge-connector element restrains the three displacement 
degrees of freedom (in x, y and z directions) and two rotational degrees of freedom 
(about y and z directions) yet only releases the rotation about the girder length (x 
direction).  In the ABAQUS connector library, another term “joint-connector” is used to 
specify the connection only restraining the three displacement degrees of freedom.  The 
shell element restrains all three displacement and rotation degrees of freedom.   
The 3D FE models were calibrated by the eight tested bridges (Ma et al 2007, Ma and 
Hulsey 2004).  In general, there was a close match of the modeling results with the 
experimental data from comparisons of the strains.  Fig. 5.8-a shows an example 
comparison of the flexural strain response of each girder under the loading located 
directly on the girder number 3 (G3) between FE models and experimental results.  Fig. 
5.8-b shows an example comparison of the shear strain response under the loading 
located on the girder number 1 (G1).   The testing vehicle drove both from the south 
(SB) and from the north (NB) of the bridge for the purpose of verification.  The 
difference between FE models with the hinge-connector element (FE-hinge) and with the 
shell element (FE-shell) was very small.  Therefore, the shell element would be used to 
model the longitudinal joint in the following parametric studies.  
5.3  Parametric study 
5.3.1  Example bridge and loading vehicle 
In order to determine the influence of diaphragm details on the behavior of DBT bridges 

















































(a) Flexural strain response                   (b) Shear strain response 






Table 5.1    Example bridge 
 
Bridge Geometry Girder 
Span Width Skew(
o
) Spacing Depth 












calibrated 3D FE models.  The specifications of the example bridge, which has the same 
dimension as one of the eight tested DBT bridges, are shown in Table 5.1.  
The bridge model consisted of five DBT girders and the loading vehicle was the same as 
the field testing truck, a loaded Alaska DOT end dump truck with three axles.  The 
detail of the loading vehicle is shown in Fig. 5.9.   
In the traffic direction, the middle axle of the vehicle was always placed at the midspan of 
the bridge.  In the transverse direction, there were five different loading positions: 
loading G1 to loading G5.  For the exterior girder loading cases (G1 and G5 ), the 
vehicle was positioned with its outside wheel center at 2 feet away from the edge of the 
bridge.  For the interior girder loading cases (G2, G3 and G4), the vehicle was 
positioned at the center of that girder, as shown in Fig. 5.10.  Please note that the metal 
railing is not shown in Fig. 5.10. 
5.3.2  Elements, material properties and mesh 
The example bridge consisted of three main components: intermediate diaphragm, 
concrete girder, and the longitudinal joint connection between top flanges of adjacent 
girders, as shown in Fig. 5.11.  Both the intermediate steel diaphragm and the concrete 
diaphragm were developed in FE models.  The inclined member of the steel diaphragm 
facilitating the “truss” behavior was modeled using 3D two-node truss elements (T3D2); 
the horizontal member, behaving like a “beam”, was modeled using 3D two-node beam 
elements (B31), as shown in Fig. 5.11-a.  The angle between the inclined member and 
the horizontal member was around 41 degrees.  Fig. 5.11-b shows the concrete 
diaphragm modeled by 3D twenty-node solid elements (C3D20).  The concrete girder 
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(a) Steel diaphragm                      (b) Concrete diaphragm 
  
             (c) Concrete girder               (d) Longitudinal joint connection 


















The longitudinal joint connection was modeled using 3D eight-node shell elements (S8R), 
as shown in Fig.5.11-d.   
Different material properties were assigned to different components of the example 
bridge.  The Young’s modulus for the concrete girder, longitudinal joint, concrete 
diaphragm and steel diaphragm were 4,769 ksi, 511 ksi, 3,605 ksi, and 29,000 ksi, 
respectively.  The Poisson’s ratios for concrete and steel were 0.18 and 0.3.  A 
sufficiently refined mesh was completed to ensure that the results from the 3D FE models 
were adequate. 
5.3.3  Boundary conditions 
The example bridge was assumed to be simply supported at the end.  In the 3D FE 
models, one end was a roller support by restraining the vertical movement of the bottom 
flange of the girders.  The other end was the pinned support by restraining the 
movements of girder bottom flanges in both girder-length and vertical direction.  In the 
bridge-width direction, both girders’ end sections were restrained for modeling concrete 
end diaphragms.  
5.3.4  Diaphragm details 
Five bridge models with different diaphragm details were developed as summarized in 
Table 5.2.  In model 1, five steel diaphragms were evenly located between two adjacent 
girders along the girder-length direction.  Through model 2 to model 4, there was one 
diaphragm at the midspan between girders.  Bridge model 5 had no diaphragm.  In 
bridge model 2 and model 3 with the steel diaphragms, the “K” brace steel diaphragm 
consisted of three L-shape steel members: two inclined members and one horizontal 
member.  There were two cross sectional area sets for steel diaphragms: one set had a  
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Type Number Details 
1 Steel 5 
2 Steel 1 
Inclined member area (large): 3.27 in2 
Horizontal member area (large): 4.4 in2 
3 Steel 1 Member area (small): 2.1 mm
2
 
4 Concrete 1 Thickness: 9 in 
5 None Diaphragm 
 
large area while the other set had a small area.  In bridge model 4 with the concrete 
diaphragm, the rigid moment connection between the diaphragm and the girder was 
developed.  This connection had the perfect strain compatibility between the diaphragm 
and the girder.   
5.4  Results and discussion 
The influence of intermediate diaphragms on the girder deflection and flexural strain at 
the midspan was studied.  The following labeling system was used: model 
number-girder number.  For example, “Model1-G1” represents vehicle was positioned 
under loading G1 in model 1.  Fig. 5.12 compared girder deflections at the midspan 
between bridge models under different loading positions. 
By comparison between bridges with diaphragms (model 1 through model 4) and the 
bridge without diaphragm (model 5), it can be seen that the intermediate diaphragms had 
an effect on the deflections of girders at the midspan.  The use of diaphragms can help 
the bridge to reduce the interior girder deflections while increasing the exterior girder 
deflections.  However, the influences were dependent on the loading position in the 
bridge transverse direction.  When the loading was located at the middle (loading G3), 





























































































 (c) Deflections under loading G1 















G1), the influence was negligible.  For bridges with diaphragms, the same girder under 
the same loading position produced almost the same deflection between different models, 
which meant that changing the diaphragm details (types of diaphragms, number of 
diaphragms, or the cross sectional area of steel diaphragms) did not affect the bridge 
deflection behavior much.   
Fig. 5.13 compared girder strains at the midspan measured along the girder-length 
direction between bridge models under different loading positions. 
From the FE model results of the girder strains at the midspan, it can be seen that the 
intermediate diaphragms affect the girder strains.  Similar to the diaphragm effect on the 
girder deflection, the diaphragms can help the bridge to reduce the interior girder strains 
while increasing exterior girder strains.  In addition, the effect caused by the concrete 
diaphragm is more significant than the effect caused by the steel diaphragm.  However, 
these effects vary with the loading position in the transverse bridge direction, too.  
When the vehicle was located at the middle (loading G3), the maximum strain on girder 3 
from model 5, where no diaphragm was used, was about 43% to 90% larger than the 
strains on girder 3 from model 1 through model 4, where intermediate diaphragms were 
used.  When the vehicle was located at loading G2, the maximum strain on girder 2 
from model 5 was about 50% larger than the strains on the same girder from model 1 
through model 4.  When the vehicle was located at the edge of the bridge (loading G1), 
the strain in each girder from model 5 was almost the same as the strain in the same 
girder from model 1 through model 4.  In bridge models with diaphragms, changing the 
diaphragm type, number, or cross sectional area of the steel diaphragm increased or 



































































     (c) Strains under loading G1 












the influence under different loading positions in the transverse direction.  
Fig. 5.14 showed the maximum bending moment per unit length about the traffic 
direction in the longitudinal joints under loading G3, loading G2, and loading G1, 
respectively.   
From Fig. 5.14, it can be seen that the diaphragms can reduce the maximum bending 
moment in the joints significantly.  The magnitude of the moment reduction varied from 
25% to 66% depending on the diaphragm details and loading positions in the transverse 
direction.  Bridge model 4, with a concrete diaphragm at the midspan produced the 
smallest maximum moment in the joints compared with other bridge models with steel 
diaphragms.  For bridge models with steel diaphragm details, increasing the number or 
the cross sectional area of diaphragms decreases the moment; however, the moment 
reduction is about 14% by changing the steel diaphragm details.  The influence of 
diaphragms on the maximum moment is also dependent on loading positions in the 
transverse direction.  The influence was decreased by moving the loading from the 
middle to the edge of the bridge. 
Fig. 5.15 compared the maximum vertical shear per unit length in the longitudinal joints 
under loading G3, loading G2, and loading G1, respectively.  Different bridge models 
under the same loading position produced almost the same maximum vertical shear per 
unit length in the joints.  This means that the diaphragms have no effect on the shear and 
changing the diaphragm details do not change the maximum shear force, as long as they 
are under the same loading position.  The magnitude of the shear force is determined by 
the loading position in the transverse direction only.  Loading at the middle of the bridge 

















































































(c) Loading G1 































































































(c) Loading G1 
Figure 5.15   Maximum vertical shear in the joints 
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G1) produced a small shear force. 
Fig. 5.16 compared the distribution of the bending moment and vertical shear along the 
joint (traffic direction) under the loading G3.  The longitudinal joint between girder 1 
and girder 2 is referred to as joint G1-G2.  The other three joints are labeled as joint 
G2-G3, joint G3-G4, and joint G4-G5.  Fig 5.16-a shows the impact of intermediate 
diaphragms on the bending moment along joint G2-G3 between different models.  This 
joint produced the maximum bending moment of the four joints.  As shown in the figure, 
the bending moments are not uniformly distributed along the joint.  In the bridge model 
5 (without diaphragm), there existes the highest bending moment near the wheel loading.  
Adding the diaphragms reduced the bending moment.  By comparison model 1 to model 
4, the diaphragm details had an effect on the moment distribution.  Increasing the 
number of steel diaphragms, increasing the cross sectional area of steel diaphragms, or 
changing diaphragm type from steel to concrete decreased the value of moment along the 
joint.  In Fig. 5.16-b and Fig 5.16-c, the distribution bending moment and vertical shear 
along the four joints in model 4 (with concrete diaphragms) were compared.  Since the 
vehicle was positioned on loading G3, the distribution bending moment and the 
distribution vertical shear in the joint G2-G3 and the joint G3-G4 were higher than the 
values in the joint G1-G2 and the joint G4-G5.  The distribution forces in joint G2-G3 
were almost the same as those in joint G3-G4, while the distribution forces in joint 
G1-G2 were almost the same as those in joint G4-G5.  In the transverse direction, the 
live load will produce larger distribution forces in the joints (G2-G3 and G3-G4) close to 
the loading than in the joints (G1-G2 and G4-G5) located far away from the loading.  In 
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(c) Shear distribution in joints of model 4 
Figure 5.16   Distribution of forces in the joint under loading G3 
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when was located closer to the loading.   
In order to find out the effectiveness of the intermediate diaphragms in shorter span 
bridges, the modified bridge models were developed.  The modified bridge models had 
the same geometry dimension and material property as the original bridge models except 
that the length of the modified bridge was 57 ft, which was half of the original bridge 
length.  Fig. 5.17 compared girder deflections at the midspan between modified model 2, 
model 3 and model 5 under loading G3.  It can be seen that the use of intermediate 
diaphragms in shorter span bridges can reduce the interior girder deflections while 
increasing the exterior girder deflections, which has the same effect of intermediate 
diaphragms used in the original bridges (Fig. 5.12-a).  However, as long as one steel 
intermediate diaphragm was placed between two adjacent girders at midspan, the 
maximum girder deflection reduction in the shorter span bridge is about 21%, while the 
maximum girder deflection reduction in the original bridge is about 18%.  The 
diaphragms have more effect on the girder deflection reduction at midspan in shorter span 
bridges, but the influence is not significant.  
The effectiveness of the diaphragms on the maximum live load forces in the longitudinal 
joint was also studied in the shorter span bridges.  The maximum vertical shear in the 
joint was almost the same between different modified bridge models.  It confirmed that 
the diaphragms had no effect on the maximum vertical shear, as discussed before.  The 
use of intermediate diaphragms can reduce the maximum bending moment in the joint; 
however, the reduction of the maximum bending moment by the intermediate diaphragms 

































Figure 5.17   Comparison of deflections between shorter span bridge models. 
 
5.5  Conclusions 
Based on the calibrated 3D FE models, parametric studies have been conducted on five 
bridge models to determine the effect of intermediate diaphragm details on the behavior 
of DBT bridges, and the live load forces including bending moment and vertical shear in 
the longitudinal joints.  Impact of the bridge span length was also investigated.  The 
following conclusions can be drawn from the study: 
1. Intermediate diaphragms have effects on the behavior of DBT bridge systems and the 
live load forces in the longitudinal joints.  Bridges with intermediate diaphragms tended 
to reduce the maximum bending moment in the joint, deflection and strain at the midspan 
when compared with bridges without any intermediate diaphragm.   
2. The effect of the diaphragms was dependent on the loading positions in the bridge 
transverse direction.  When the loading was located at the middle, the effect is 




3. When the bridge with one intermediate steel diaphragm at the midspan is compared 
with the bridge with five uniformly distributed steel diaphragms or the bridge with a 
different cross sectional area of steel diaphragm, the difference in live load forces, 
deflection and strain is small. 
4. The distributions of bending moment and vertical shear caused by live loads are not 
uniform along the joint.  Adding diaphragms help the bridge to reduce the maximum 
distribution force.  Diaphragm details have an influence on the bending moment in the 
joint.  However, the vertical shear in the joint is not affected by the diaphragm details 
and it is strongly affected by the location of the joint with respect to the location of the 
live load.   
5. The effect of diaphragms on the midspan deflection was more prominent in the short 
span bridge; however, the reduction of the maximum bending moment by the diaphragms 
was more significant in the long span bridge than in the short span bridge.   
6. A concrete diaphragm at the midspan of the bridge had the similar effect as a steel 
diaphragm at the midspan of the bridge. 
Specific design recommendations:  When DBT girders are used for the purpose of 
accelerated construction, it is recommended that one intermediate diaphragm at midspan 







CHAPTER 6  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
This chapter summarizes the accomplishments of this study along with conclusions and 
recommendations for future research.   
6.1  Conclusions 
The DBT bridge system with improved continuous longitudinal joints connecting 
adjacent top flanges of girders, as well as diaphragms connecting adjacent web and 
bottom flange of girders is a viable system for accelerated bridge construction.  Based 
on the experimental program on 8 beams and 4 slabs, and the finite element modeling 
analysis by ABAQUS, the following conclusions were made:  
1. The overlap headed bar details can provide a continuous force transfer in the 
longitudinal joint while minimizing the width of the joint to accelerate DBT bridge 
construction.  
2. The overlap length of the headed bar is recommended to be 6 in.  This lap length 
provided full development of the reinforcement to produce full load capacity and 
significant ductility.  
3. Fatigue loading has little influence on the structural behavior of the improved 
continuous longitudinal joint details considering the following parameters: average 
curvature, deflection, relative displacement of the joint interface as well as reinforcement 
strain under service live load. 
4. Fatigue loading has no effect on the ultimate loading capacity of the DBT girders with 
the improved joint details.   
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5. Intermediate diaphragms have an effect on the behavior of DBT bridge systems and the 
live load forces in the longitudinal joints.  Bridges with intermediate diaphragms tended 
to reduce the maximum bending moment in the joint as well as deflection and strain at 
the midspan when compared with bridges without any intermediate diaphragm.   
6. When the bridge with one intermediate steel diaphragm at midspan is compared with 
the bridge with five steel diaphragms or the bridge with a different cross sectional area of 
the steel diaphragm, the difference in live load forces, deflection and strain is small. 
7. A concrete diaphragm at the midspan of the bridge had a similar effect as a steel 
diaphragm at the midspan of the bridge.  From the accelerated bridge construction point 
of view, a cast-in-place concrete diaphragm is recommended to be used at midspan of the 
DBT bridge.   
6.2  Future Works 
The strut and tie model would predict the ultimate capacity of the longitudinal joint 
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